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Enclosure no 1

Procedures for Consultations between State Authorities and The Sami Parliament
[Norway]

As an indigenous people, the Sami have the right to be consulted in matters that may affect
them directly. In order to ensure that work on matters that may directly affect the Sami is
carried out in a satisfactory manner, the Government and the Sami Parliament agree that
consultations between State authorities and the Sami Parliament shall be conducted in
accordance to the annexed procedural guidelines.

i. The Objective

fhe objective of the prOcedures or consultattonS is to:

contribute to the imptementatio State's obligatiois to
indigenous peopies under tnternationa!

.seek to acnie.ve agreement aulheies. the Samt Parltam,:.nt whene
consideranon is bein ver or dn ustrative measures th may
affect Siïii inerests.

taciate tne dev-I.opment between State axnui tic ‘E.. and tU._
Sami. Parliament that contz-, to of Sami euhine aric

UndCrstaft.:::n of h;si ri  developmentai.
socier

The Scope

The consUltaricn )recedures apply to the 'iovernment and its Ininisie. 1ir rates afi4
other subordate State agencies or activities.

The consultation procedures apply in matters that may affeet Sami interests dirtly. The
substantive scope of consultations may include various issues, such as kegislation,
regulations, specific or individual administrave decisions, guidelines, measures and
decisions (e.g. in governrnental reports to the Norwegian Parliamegt, the Storting).

The obligation to consult the Sami Parliament may include all material and immaterial
forms of Sami culture, including music, theatre, literature, art, media, language,
religion, cultural heritage, immaterial property rights and traditional knowledge, place
names, health and social welfare, day care facilities for children, education, research,
land ownership rights and rights to use lands, matters concerning land administration
and competing land utilization, business developrnent, reindeer husbandry, fisheries,
agriculture, mineral exploration and extraction activities, wind power, hydroelectric
power, sustainable development, preservation of cultural heritage, biodiversity and
nature conservation.
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3. Information

State authorities hall fully inform the Sami Parliament about all matters that may directly
affect the Sami, as well .as about all relevant concerns and queries at all stages of the
process.

diselosurP,

Inf~atiop :echanged between State,_ authoriti ,s and .the Samj Parliament inconnection
‘N,ith consultations may be e,,centpted . from public disch-)surc provided it is authorised

law rhe principle of expanded bublic diselosure shall be bractjsed. The finaf
Of tbe parties in iiyli tu'attet's shall be'ade puMc

5, Reglifår meetirigs

.RtgThaIfyariy meetings shall be held between 1-1-w Viinister reso;:ui ble for Sami
.s and ,the President l)f ,the.Sarrti Parliarnent ,Other puvernmQ-ntal ministers

'.iltend These nteetings when required. At these meubigs, the situation and
needs of the Sanh socie,y, issuet of fundamencal and prmeiple

unportanee, and ongoing pmcesses, shall be discussed.

Regidar half-yearly meetings shall also be held betwem the Sami Parli.unent and the
inteoninisterial Coordination Committee for Sami affairs. Among other things,
information about relevrit current Sami policy matters shall be proN ided at these.
mectings.
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In matters concerning the material basis for the Sami culture, including land
administration, competing land utilization, and land rights, the obligation to consult
the Sami Parliament is applicable to traditional Sami areas; this includes the counties
of Finnmark, Troms, Nordland and Nord-Trøndelag, and the municipalities of Osen,
Roan, Åfjord, Bjugn, Rissa, Selbu, Meldal, Rennebu, Oppdal, Midtre Gauldal, Tydal,
Holtålen and Røros in the county of Sør-Trøndelag, and Engerdal and Rendalen, Os,
Tolga, Tynset and Folldal municipalities in Hedmark county, and Surnadal and Rindal
municipalities in the county of Møre- og Romsdal.

Matters which are of a general nature, and are assumed to affect the society as a whole
shall in principle not be subject to consultations.

6. General provisions concerning the consultation procedures

The consultations carried out with the Sami Pari',ament, in application of the agreement on
consultation procedures, shall be undertaken in good faith, with the objective of
achieving agreement to the proposed measures.

State authorities shall as early as possible inform the Sami Parliament about the
commencement of relevant matters that may directly affect the Sami, and identify
those Sami interests and conditions that may be affected.

After the Sami Parliament has been informed on relevant matters, it shall inform the
relevant State authority as soon as possible whether further consultations are required.

The Sami Parliament can also independently identify matters which in its view should be
subject to consultations.



If State authorities and the Sami Parliament agree that further consultations shall be held
on a specific matter, they shall then seek to agree on a plan for such consultations,
including the dates and venues for further contact (e.g. meetings, video-conferences,
telephone contact, exchange of written material), deadlines for responses, whether
consultations at the political level are required and the type of political proceedings.
Sufficient time shall be allocated to enable the parties to carry out genuine and
effective consultations and political consideration of all relevant proposals. In case it is
necessary for the Sami Parliament to consider and debate the matter concerned in a
plenary session, such debate and consideration must be conducted as early as possible
in the process.

When necessary, provisions shall be made for further consultations. Consultations shall
not be discontinued as long as the Sami Parliament and State authorities consider that
it is possible to achieve an agreement.

When a.matter is submitted for consideration to the .Government (Cabinet), the ministerial
-submission document shall clearly inform other govermtental ministries about the
concluded agreement with the Sarni Parliament and, if necessary, also to include
information about matters where agreement bas not been reached, In governrnental
propositions and reports to the national parliament, the Storting, on matters wheye tne
governmental poSition differs from that of the Sami Parliament, the views and.
pOsitioris 'of the Sarni Parliament shall be refiected in the docqments submitted.
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• 7, Minui.es

Minures shafl e kept of ai I con,,u hta.,1rr meetings between State authorities and the Sami
Parliament. The flintç hall icude a brief excount of subject matter, thc views
and po:.itons die faoies, and t'ne conclusioris made at the meeting.

8. The need for  studicsiknolAedge:  hase

The Royan Miristry of Hocal Covernment ancl RegiOnal Developinent ano tht Sami
Parnarnent shall jointly appoint a specialized analysis group which, inter a1i, shail
submit an annual report concerning the situation amd developmental trends of the Sami
society .on the basis of Sami statistics. The report shalh be used as the basis for
cousultations on specifie matters and for 4consultations concerning the developmental
needs of thc Sarni society at one of the half-yearly meetings between the Minister
responsible cor Sami affairs and the President of the Sami Parliament.

When State authorities or the Sami Parliament consider there to be a need for background
studies to strengthen the factual or formal basis for assessments and decisions, this
shall be raised as early as possible, and both parties shall include questions concerning
the terms of reference for such studies into the consultation process. The Central
Government and the Sami Parliament shall seek to reach an agreement on the terrns of
reference for such a study, and who shall carry out the study. The Central Government
and the Sami Parliament are obliged to assist in providing information and materials
necessary for carrying out the study.

9. Consultations with other affected Sami entities

In matters where State authorities plan to consult local Sami communities and/or specific
Sami entities or interests that may be directly affected by legislation or administrative
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measures, State authorities shall as early as possible notify which Sami entities or
organizations it regards as affected by the matter, and discuss the coordination of such
consultation processes with the Sami Parliament.



a ohcan- ja  merrenskihkåldagain evttoha
widegoddi ahte å§§emeannudanskihkåldagat
§§ 22  a ja 39 b viiddiduvvojit våstideaddji geogra-

' fida§doaibmaguovllu § 7 a:s. Mearrådusaid sisdo-. ,
evttohuvvo mudui eana§ jotkkojuvvot, muhto

nù ahte såmi ja earå vuoigatvuodalaid deasta
binlinustallttojuwo  eanet go dålå mearrådusain.

Låvdegoddi lea vel evttohan dihto nuppåstuhtti-
rniid § 42:s eanaoamastandivadiid hårråi, earret
earå  nu ahte Gonagas såhttå addit låhkaåsahusa
ahte ruvkeoamasteaddji galgå årbevirola§ såmi
guovIluin måksit divada maiddål geavahanvuoigat-
vuodalWaide, vrd. ahte ILO-konven§uvdna nr. 169
15 (2) artihkkal nanne ahte eamiålbmogat «jus
vejola.§» galget oat.rt oasi ruvkedoaimma fitnegis.

2.4.7 Riddo- ja vuotnaguolåsteapmi
mearrasåmi guovIluin

Månggalågan gaaldagat mat gusket riddo- ja vuot-
naguolåsteapmåi mearrasåmi guovlluin leat
meannuduvvon eielggadeami  22 kapihttalis. Dåsge
bidjet ålbmotrievttåla§ geatnegasvuodat vuodu låv-

. degotti vålddahallamfi. Danne lea ON kon-
ven§uvdna siviilla ja politihkala§ vuoigatvuodaid
(SP) 27 artihkal, vrd. 1 artihkkala, ja ILO-kon-
ven§uvdna nr. 169 (erenomit dån 15 artihkal)
bures årvvokallon mearrasåmi riddo- ja vuotnagu-
olåsteami ektui.

Dås loahppaårvvo§tallo ahte ålbmotriekti
vuostta&ttiin suodjala dk guolåsteami dakkår
doaimmain mat såhttet åitit joatki kulturdoairn-
maheami vuoigatvuoda, ja ahte dåt suodjaleapmi
leat massojuvvon vaikke guolåsteapmi lea dål
oddaåigåsaabut bivdosiiguin  go  ovdal. Nuppå-
dassii lea ståhtas dihto geatnegasvuoclat
dilåla§vuoda ekonomala,§ doaibmi mearrasåmi
riddo- ja vuotnaguolåsteapmåi. Danne éuovvu
sihke SP 27 artihkkalis ja IL()-konven§uvnna 15
artihkkalis, vrd. 13 (2) artihkkala, ahte ståhta lea
geatnegas adahit rådclådallamiid ja såmi oassålas-
tima dakkår mearridanproseassain mat såhttet leat
njuolga mearkka§ahttin vejola§vuodaide doaimma-
hit mearrasårni guolåsteami.

Vihkkedallamiid 22 kapihttalis ferte geahat
oktan låvdegotti mårjga earå evttohusa, mat sihke
ovttaskasat ja oahkis sålittet våikkuhit buori guv-
lui mearrasårni båikegottiide ja guolåsteapmåi
vuolggahuvvo dåid servodagain. Dås såhttå ujuhit
Kårtenkommi§uvnna ja meahcceduopmostuolu
meara doaibmaguovIlu evttohussii, råddådallamiid
evttohusaide ja earå åMemeannudanskihkålda-
gaide ja evttohussii viiddidit plåna- ja huksenlåga
doaibmaguovIlu mearas. Sålni vuoigatvuoclalåvde-
goddi li leat 22 kapihttalis evttohan låhkanup-
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påstuhttima, mii earret earå lea låvdegotti måljgga-
bealat bargguid gea£1 ja go låvdegottis li leat dak-
kår oakkådus mii heive dån ulbmilii. Diehtit vel
ahte många daid gaLlIdagain maid låvdegoddi lea
digakallan, årvvokallojit vudolWat ja govdadit
Finnmårkku Riddoguolåstanlåvdegotti årvvokalla-
mis. Dåt låvdegoddi lea erenomit nammaduvvon
6e1ggadit sniiid ja earffid vuoigatvuodaga.ialda-
gaid guolåstit sålteAzis, ja das lea dakkår oakkå-
dus mii dån govvida.

Såmi vuoigatvuoclalåvdegoddi lea datte vålljen
ovdanbuktit daid gahldagaid maid leat årvvokal-
lan barggu botta. Daid fåttéid gaskkas maid leat
digakafian lea ahte berre§ii go ålggahit buohkaid
vårås guolåstanortnega uhcit fatnasiidda passiivva
bivdosiiguin, ja ahte berre§ii go låhit nu ahte ere-
nomffit  gåhtte daid Mziid main lea mearrasåmi
riddo- ja vuotnaguolåsteapmi. Låvdegoddi •,-tijuha
vel vejola§vuhtii åsahit håldda§anråddenvugiid mat
såhttet doalahit stuoråt osild guolleeriin riddo- ja
vuotnaguolåsteaddjiide, ja mat såhttet eanet vffikk-
uhit guolastanhålddakami daid guolåstan-
berokumfin mat gullet mearrasånal guoviluide, ja •
ahte berre§ii go Alggahit båikkålabut
vuodcluduvvon håldda§anortnegild.

Såmedikki sajådat nationåla guolåstus-
håldda§eamis guoskkahuvvo. Låvdegoddi namuha
earret earå vejolahuohtan ahte eeggejuvvo
bissova§ ovttasbargoorgåna gaskal Såmedikki ja
Guolåstus- ja riddodepartemeantta vai sém;
guolåstanberokumit fuolahuvvojit

2.5 Summary [engelsk sammendragr

2.5.1 In general

The Sami Rights Committee was reappointed by
Royal Decree of lst June 2001 according to a
recommendation by the Ministry ofJustice and the
Police. When it delivered its report, the Committee
was headed by Senior Advisor Jon Gauslaa and
comprised 15 members.

Its task was to report in general on the ques-
tions relating to the Sami population's legal posi-
tion as regards the right to and disposition and use
of land and water in traditional Sami areas from and
including the county of Troms and southwards. In
practice, this includes the Troms, Nordland and
Nord-Trøndelag counties, parts of the Fosen
peninsula and the inner areas along the Swedish
border in Sør-Trøndelag county, the North-Eas-

4. Oversatt til engelsk av statsautorisert translatør og advokat
Gunnar Talen.
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tern parts of Hedmark county and some areas in
Trollheimen and its surroundings.

According to its mandate, the Committee was
to partly give an account of historic relationships
and of the current law as regards the use of land
and water in these areas and partly a reasoned
assessment of desired changes to the prevailing
law.

The Sami Rights Committee's main report
comprises an introductory Part I (chapters 1 to 4),
a Part II with descriptive presentations of the pre-
vailing law in some areas of importance for the
Committee's draft legislation (chapters 5 to 11) and
the Committee's considerations and draft legisla-
tion in Part III (chapters 12 to 24). The historical
background reports, in which, inter alia, an acco-
imt is given of the Sami population, the use of the
nature, and rights in the traditional Sami areas
from and including the county of Troms and south-
wards, will he published in NOU 2007: 14.

' 23.2 Introductory chapters and background
presentatiOns of the prevalling law

The Committee's propoSals for new legislation and
changes to the existing legislation are gathered
Chapter i W)ove. The individual provisionS are for

--the sake of clarity alse included in chapter 24 in
which special Comments td each individual provi-
sion are given.

In chaPter 3 the Cornmittee's appointment,
diandatee and work are presented. AccOunts are
given of, inter alia, inspection visits and open infor-

- mation rneetings.in the manclate area, which have
constituted a key part of the Committee s meeting
and contact activities. The Committee's detailed
interpretation of its mandate, including the geo-
graphical area for the Cornmittee's evaluations,
and the choice of main sOhitions within the fram-
ework of the mandate are presented in chapter 4.

Chapter 5 comprises international law presen-
tations of general significanCe for the Committee's
considerations and proposed legislation. The Uni-
ted Nation's Covenant on Givil and Political Rights
(CCPR) is one of the most important instruments
as regards indigenous peoples' rights pursuant to
international law. CCPR is incorporated into Nor-
wegian law through the Human Rights Act 21 May
1999 no 30. Article 1 of the Covenant relating to the
right of self-determination is discussed, and based
on the practice of the UN Human Rights Commit-
tee a review is made of the protection of the Samis'
right to enjoy their own culture according to Arti-
de 27 of the Covenant.
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The ILO Convention no 169 on indigenous and
tribal peoples in independent states is the other
convention which is of particular importance to the
Sami Rights Committee's work. Main features are
identified and various convention provisions that
are relevant, but not obvious to be dealt with in
immediate relation to the Committee's proposecl
legislation, are presented.

The systematics of the Committee's presenta-
fion of international law are, moreover, that provi-
sions of particular significance for the Committee's
proposed legislation are primarily presented and
analysed in the respective chapters in the propo-
sals part. As an example, Articles 14 (2) and (3) of
the 1W Convention no. 169 — on procedures for
identifying and recognising rights — is studied in
chapter 12, which deals with this subject. Articles
6, 7 and 15 on consultations and participation in the
decision-making processes are dealt with in chap-
ter 17, and these provisions have been important
pointers for the Committee's considerations and
proposals.

Chapter 5 draws up the boundaries against
international instruments and cooperation aftab-
gernents that do not create legal obligations, or
where obligations do not go beyond the CCPR and

Convention no. 169.
Internal indigenous peoples' law in some other

states is presentecl in chapter 6. Due to their Sami
population, and as Nordic countries neighbours,
Sweden and Finland are of particular interest
Developmeni trends in Sam; law in the two toun-
tries are illuminated and some selected subjects
and recent stadies of Sami law questions are
discussed in more detail. Conditions in Greenland
are touched upon, whereas there is a broader tre-
atment of internal indigenous peoples' rights in
New Zealand and of the Maoris' situation.

EEA law problems of relevance to the Commit-
tee's considerations and draft legislation are
discussed in chapter 7, inter alia the non-discrimi-
nation rules and Article 125 of the EEA Agreement
(stating that the EEA Agreement shall not affect
the member states' rules relating to the right of
ownership). The so-called Sami Protocol is, more-
over, of special relevance, and the Committee pro-
poses a Norwegian initiative to include it in the
EEA Agreement. The Committee also considers
various conditions in relevant provisions, including
the requirement of Norwegian residence and the
requirement of local association, in light of EEA
law barriers. This is particularly connected to the
provisions relating to the right to hunt, catch and
fish in the proposal in chapter 14 for a new adminis-



trative arrangement for the remaining state land in
Nordland and Troms.

Chapter 8 describes property law subjects that

form the backdrop for several of the proposal chap-
ters of the report. The acquisition of legal rights
based on long-term use is a key part of the Sami
law picture, cf. for example the Supreme Cour t's
decision in the Selbu case (Rt. 2001 p. 769) and the
Svartskog case (Rt. 2002 p. 1229), and will cor-
respondingly be in the core area of the activity of
the Identification of Rights Commission and the
Uncultivated Land Tribunal which the Committee
proposes in chapter 12 and 13.

The general contents of various rights of use —
such as the right to cattle pasture, right to freshwa-
ter fishing and right to hunt and catch — are discus-
sed in some more detail. Also this must be seen in
the context of the identification and recognition
system in chapters 12 and 13, while also rights of
use are included in the proposal in chapter 14 on a
new administrative arrangement for the remaining
state lands in Nordland and Troms. Chapter 8 also
discusses in some more detail the right of common
and the public right, as these also form part of the
backdrop for the Committee's considerations and
proposals in chapter 14, cL also chapter 15 in which
some changes in the Uplands Acts are proposed.

Chapter 9 presents the legal protection against
expropriation and expropriation-like encroach
ments on ownership rights and. other protected
rights. This chapter is a platform both for parts of
the considerations in chapters 12 and 13 and for
the expropriation-law considerations in chapter 16
on changes in the Reindeer Husbandry Act.

Chapter 10 provides an account of reindeer
husbandry in the Sami Rights Committee's man-
date area and an overview of the main features of
the prevailing reindeer husbandry law. nere are
also presentations of the legal regulation of the
cross-border reindeer husbandry between Nor-
way and Sweden and the reindeer husbandry in
Trollheimen. Chapter 10 should be seen in the con-
text of the proposals in chapter 16 of the report.

The right to coast and fiord fishing is dealt with
in chapter 11. An overview is given of legal develop-
ments in the area, restrictions on the right to fish
by regulation measures are pointed out, and
aspects related to the legal protection against
encroachment on the saltwater fisheries are illumi-
nated, including the Kafiord decision by the
Supreme Court (Rt. 1985 p. 247) as one of the
topics. Chapter 11 forms part of the background

5. 1Lov 6. juni 1975 nr. 31 om utnytting av rettar og lunnende
m.m. i statsallmenningane (fjellova).1
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for the considerations in chapter 22of the report
relating to coast and fiord fisheries in Coast Sami
areas.

2.5.3 Identification and recognition of
existing rights to land and natural
resources

2.5.3.1 General considerations

Whether separate arrangements for complying
with the state's international law obligations to
identify and recognise rights in the traditional Sami
areas from and including Troms county and south-
wards should be established, is dealt with in chap-
ters 12 and 13. The general considerations in chap-

ter 12 conclude by a proposal for the creation of a
reporting commission (hereinafter: The Identifica-
tion of Rights Commission) and an uncultivated
land tribunal for traditional Sami areas from and
including Troms county and southwards modelled
on the Finnmark Commission and the Uncultiva-
ted Land Tribunal for Finnmark. The entire Sami
Rights Committee back this proposal.

Article 14 (2) and 14(3) of the ILO Convention
no 169 represent a major basis for this proposal. Ir
this connection, the Committee has studied the
practice of ILO's enforcement bodies and gives a
detailed account of this in paragraph 12.2. The con-
clusion is, in brief •that, through a separate repor-
ting model, the areas in which the Samis have a
claim to have recognised use and ownership
rights, cf. Article 14 (2), should be identified. A
commission corresponding to the Finnmark Com-
mission would in the Committee's opinion meet
the requirements for a thorough mapping of these
rights issues.

A requirement to establish a special tribunal
can hardly be derived from Article 14 (3) of the ILO
Convention. The tribunal procedure must be tho-
rough and provide Samis with a real possibility to
have their claims tried, however. A tribunal to deal
with such disputes should be responsible for the
illumination of the case, and Sami parties must
have necessary expenses paid such that the costs
related to a tribunal procedure do not form a bar-
rier for legal recognition of the rights. The Sami
Rights Committee's conclusion is that a special tri-
bunal like the Uncultivated Land Tribunal is in line
with the expressed Norwegian goal of loyal compli-
ance with the ILO Convention's provisions and
objects.

It is emphasised that the consultation obliga-
tion in Article 6 of the Convention is essential in the
evaluation of which procedure(s) should be intro-
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duced to comply with the requirements of Articles
14 (2) and 14 (3).

Particularly on the background of the conclu-
sions following the review of the ILO practice, the
Committee makes a broad evaluation of whether a
special tribunal should be proposed. In the Com-
mittee's opinion there are weighty reasons for
vesting the judicial power in a special tribunal in
this case.

It has in particular been decisive for the choice
of a separate commission and a separate special tri-
bunal - instead of vesting the tasks in the Finn-
mark Commission and the Uncultivated Land Tri-
bunal for Finnmark - that the Committee's man-
date area must be made subject to an equal identi-
fication process implying that also these areas will
be identified within a reasonable period of time.

The relationship to final and conclusive decis-
ions is studied separately in paragraph 12.5. The
decisions by the Uncultivated Land Commission
for Nordland and Troms in particular, but also
other court decisions in the mandate area, make
•this problem area relevant. The barriers in, inter
alia, section 105 of the Constitution are illumina-
ted, and the Committee discusses further the basis
for a legal authority for expropriation. In the para
graph on conclusive final judgements a special
account of the relationship between the Samt
Rights Committee and the Uncultivated Land Com-
mission for Nordland and Troms is given.

The ehapter otherwise focuses on, inter alia,
the differences between Finnmark and the Com
mittee's mandate area, and a possible role for the
Land Consolidation Courts is considered. Key con-
siderations and alternatives to a Commission for
complying with the obligation pursuant to Article
14 (2) of the ILO Convention are presented, inclu-
rling a brief review of former committees and com-
missions that have been working with similar sub-
jects in the mandate area.

2.5.3.2 The Identification and Recognition Act

In chapter 13 the Committee discusses the indivi-
dual provisions which are to apply to the Identifica-
tion of Rights Commission and the Uncultivated
Land Tribunal. The considerations conclude by a
proposal for an act relating to the identification and
recognition of existing rights in the traditional
Sami areas from and including Troms county and
southwards (the Identification and Recognition
Act).

Committee members  Fjellheim  and  Kappftell
are of the opinion that only Samis shall have access
to the special instrument which the Identification
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of Rights Commission and the Uncultivated Land
Tribunal will represent. The majority (the other
members) have not found any international law
support for, or considered it to be expedient and
practicable, to make such an ethnic demarcation.
With this exception - and a provision associated to
the proposal in chapter 14 - the draft legislation in
chapter 13 is submitted by a unanimous commit-
tee.

The Sami Rights Committee has sought to
achieve the highest level possible of equality bet-
ween the provisions relating to the traditional Sami
areas from and including Troms and southwards
and the corresponding provisions in the Finnmark
Act on this point. The main features in the Identifi-
cation and Recognition Act - and also many of the
individual sections - are coneurrent with chapter 5
of the Finnmark Act Among the proposals submit-
ted by the Committee in chapter 13 that depart
from the Finnmark Act model, reference may first
be made to the fact that the scope of application of
the two bodies is to cornprise Sami coast and fiord
areas, where rights te fish and other marine
reseurces can be examined if requests for this are
made. The wish for a local representation in the
identification of Rights Commission is taken care
of by a detailed division on counties etc, as regards
twe of the Commission members, vffiile the Corn-
mission as a starting point becomes operative by
elaims for studies of areas being submitted.

A time limit of ten years as from the entry into
tArce of the provision has been set tor presenting
cidimS but the Identification of Rights Commission
may also implement studies of its own accord, and
an exception provision provides the opportunity to
deal with claims submitted after the expiry of this
time Ihnit The provision on how the Identification
of Rights Commission becomes operative must be
seen in connection with the extended notification
provision proposed by the Committee.

As opposed to what is the case in the Finnmark
Act, a special provision relating to the Identifica-
tion of Rights Commission's relationship to the
ordinary courts and the land consolidation courts
is also proposed to be included. The reason is to
avoid overlapping procedures.

Dismissal provisions are proposed both for the
Identification of Rights Commission and the Uncul-
tivated Land Tribunal. The Sarni dimension must
be given considerable - and often decisive - impor-
tance when the bodies are assessing whether
claims are to be processed, such that claims with
Sami aspects as an obvious starting point are to be
studied and decided. This is connected to the rea-
son in international law for identification and the



fact that there has not previously been any overall
identification and recognition of Sami rights in the
Sami Rights Committee's mandate area. At the
same time, it is underlined that the purpose of the
identification system indicates that claims the pur-
pose of which is to phase out previously recogni-
sed Sami rights in an area as the general rule will
have to be dismissed.

The Committee proposes the creation of a
broadly composed reference group which is to fol-
low the Commission's work. The underlying
discussion of res judicata issues and expropriation
inparagraph 12.5 have led to a proposal that where
special reason exist there is an opportunity for new
proceedings (before the Uncultivated Land Tribin
nal) relating to claims that are conclusively and
finally decided. Also here, the Sami aspects will be
key. A legal authority for expropriation follows
the extension of the provision on the opportunity
for new proceedings relating to claims that have
been conclusively and finally decided. Lastly are
mentioned special provisions relating to mediation
in the Uncultivated Land Tribunal, publication of
f.he Identification of Rights Commission's reports
and the findings of the Uncultivated Land Tribunal,
and a possibility for a broader coverage of expen-
ses in cases before the Uncultivated Land Tribunal
that are proposed here.

2.4 New administrative arrangements fee
the remaining state lands in tradktional
Sami areas

2.5.4.1 Nordland and Troms - background and
overview of alternative proposats

The question of whether one should introduce a
new administrative arrangement or make changes
to the existing administrative arrangement for
state lands in Nordland and Troms which repre-
sent a little more than 44 % of the land of the two
counties (almost 30 000 out of more than
65 000 km2), is a main item in the Committee's
mandate. This subject is dealt with separately in
chapter 14 of the report.

As part of the background for the Committee's
considerations, an overview is presented of the
main features of the prevailing administrative
arrangement for this land. It is also pointed out that
a new and amended administrative arrangement
will be applicable to state land in the two counties
where it is found, after the identification of rights
has been carried through, that nobody has acqui-
red ownership rights to such land (remaining state
land). Internal law and international law pointers
are presented in which, inter alia, the creation of
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the Finnmark Estate and Article 15 of the ILO Con-
vention no 169 on Sami contribution to the adminis-
tration of traditional Sarni areas are key.

Due to the fact that the mandate explicitly
imposes on the Committee to consider whether
the Uplands Act should form the basis for the admi-
nistration, it has presented the discussion that has
been held on whether this Act should be made
applicable to state land in Nordland and Troms,
and made a specific assessment of the question.
Also because the Uplands Act is not adapted to the
husbandry conditions in Nordland and Troms and
hardly will provide an obviously appropriate deli-
mitation of the Uncultivated Land administration,
and in its present form does not take sufficient
account of Sami rights either, the Committee has
concluded that a special administration mGdel
should be established for the remaining state land
in the two counties.

The administration system which is regulated
in the Finnmark Act has not been considered to be
a system which should be transferred unchanged
to the relevant parts of Nordland and Tronis elther2
Instead, one bas seen it as more obvious te propose
a speciai adninistration arrangement for the
rernaining state land in this area. In .the specific
design of such an arrangement, however, one may
gather elements hoth from the Uplands Act and the
Finnmark Act.

Tbe majority of the Sarni Rights Committee
compri9ing members  Gauslaa, Broderstad. &rk:14:

Egken, Eira, Eriksen, Kappfiell, Larsen, Luna,
Pedersen, Rossvoli and Westerfietd,have proposed a
new administrative arrangement implying that the
ownership to the remaining state land in Nordland
and Troms is transferred to a  new owner body.This
majority, whose proposal is presented in para-.
graphs 14.7 and 14.8, are basically in agreement on
the regulation of the new body's legal character
and organisation, and on which  statutory limita-
tions should apply to the owner body's ownership
rights.

However,  Eira, Kappfiell and Westeeld have
submitted alternative proposals as regards geo-
graphical scope, composition of the owner body's
board and the regulation of rights to uncultivated
land resources and the administration of these
rights.

A minority consisting of the member Reiersen
proposes in paragraph 14.9 that Statskog SF shall
keep its landowner position, but that certain mea-
sures be taken with a view,inter alia, to reinforce
the Sami and community influence on the unculti-
vated land administration.
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The member Parmann is of the principal opi-
nion that Statskog SF should remain the owner of
state land in Nordland and Troms to which no-one
else will have recognised ownership rights. She
therefore mainly supports the proposal from Reier-
sen, but has otherwise given her alternative con-
sent to the proposal for the Hålogaland Common
Land in the form given to this proposal br the majo-
rity, with the exception ofEira, Kappfiell'and Wes-
tetfield.

The Committee member Fjeldheimhas not con-
curred in any,of the proposed alternatives.

25.4.2 The Hålogaland Common Land

Members Gauslaa, Broderstad, Strom BulL'Eggen
Eriksen,  Larsen, Lund, Pedersen and Rgssvollhave
with alternative concurrence by Parniann, propo-
sed that th& geographical scopenf the new regime
be restricted to the (remaining). state Iand in Nord-
land and Troms. This majority -Proposes- ri more
detailed reghlation of the regime in the Act relating

• to Legal Matters rind Disposal over Land and Natte
ral Resource s onthe-Hålogaland Coninion Land in

• Nordland and Troms ,(the Hålegaland
The draft law (sections 1 to 4 containsvdliQus

general provisions oir the purpose ôf the its
geogr4phical scope, relationship to internatonal
law and relajonship to existing 1..ghts. fle pur-

• pose ..sectien ,.9.-,forrnulated nn th pattern of the
Firinmark Ae+'s prpose sectioh but such thattot
•only inhabitants m the area and considetations for
,Sami,culture. but also the general pablic is mentin-
ned. The latter decisive -for Parmands alterna-
tive consent to the proposat The Act will, more-
over, in the same way as the Finnmark Act, aPply.
with the restrictions following from the ILO Con-
vention no 169, and is to be applied in accordance
with.the rtiIein international ia on indigenous
peoples and minorities, while it is at the same time
expressly emphasised that the act will heither
encroach on rights that are based on special legal
relationships nor on the Reindeer Husbandry Act.
• „Chapter 2 of the draft law centains-the detailed
rules nn .the Hålogaland Common Land and its
legal-position, erganisation, composition of the
board and ownership rights:

Hålogaland Common Land will, in the
same way as the Finnmark Estate, be an indepen-
dent legal- subject. The draft 1aws provisions rela-
ting to-the board representing the Hålogaland
Common Land externally, on, the opportunity to
mortgaging and debts collection,- accounts; audi-
ting and registration, control with the activity, cri-
minal liability and liability in damages and the rela-
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tionship to the Public Administration Act, the
Freedom of Information Act and future legislatiori
are also based nit the corresponding provisions
the Fmnmark Act
• On the other hand a different solution than the

OfiC containedin tbe Finninark Act for the nwnet
bodrs, income and• location lias been proposed:
Patterned on section 12 third sub-sectioa of
Uplands Act, a prnvision- has been proposed ori this
point which obligates the Ilålogaland-Cothmori
Land;after having allocatedlunds to itsnwn opera:
tions, to return lease income and other landownet
revenues tå the local: efivironmentS where these
revenues werelgenerated, .
• Themembers'Gauslact,.Brodetstad,_,Stritm Bull;

Eggen, r.arsett; Lund and ,Rossvoltpropose, With
alternativeconcurrence byhrivridapi; that the .1.jd.ki--

•galand C.kmritiettLand Boardis tnbe nomPiisednf
• sbcmembers,. Of whid. two mernbers with personal
alternatemembers are appoitkted by the Sami Par
liament-tWci -13 Y'Nordland Connty Cotmcil and two
bV Tronis County CcencilPue to the factthat the .
.land tliat he Håloga14,1z.'• Conimon and will be the
owner of after the prop, ised rights'identiliCatinn bas
been corriPleted, is4an6 thss..”: othern have, not worked
ùp anY ownersbip righti ïc, aed thereforezs -
the stnr/rig pOint wilb?  oWned by the' state, such å
BOard èomposition in thc opininn ofthese members
implie With otit doubt tbat the reouirement in inter-
natienal .kw fer Saink prirl cipution the oewnership
1.11,agai-31'4,nt (;01WIP<:'i<14WU1 , e

flne rnembers Erkse4 eigd. t.r.sgn.have 4 .
deviating view on the corr?p0914::`,M01 ihe board.
TheY prOPose; based ni; VeW that tVo board
members appninied -13Y• the Sami Parlament Will
nor proVide a sufficient Sark-xi -influence, that the
Sami Parliament shallappoint threernembers with
alternate members,- while the twocotinty councils
jointly appoint the theother mertibers.
' • Otherwise,,as regards requirements as to rein- .
deer husbandry representation,Sender represen-
tation ,rind the residence of the board members
and the general rules 'on4the-board's ‹lutieS and
procedures etc. — this majority has with the excep-
tion of a certain .Softening up of the residence
requirements, proposed rules that correspond to
the rules in-the FinnmarkAct. Howeverra different
solution has. been proPosed for the chairperson
position; in that this ni automaticalbP alternate
between the SamF,Parliarnent (in yearS ending on
even numbers) and the ,county touncils (inf odd
number years). • -
• --Another solution is also proposed as regards

limitationsi to- the Hålogaland Common Land's
ownership gights by noparticùlar voting rules and



majority requirements but various substantive limi-
tations to the right of disposal having been propo-
sed.

These limitations, which have their counter-
parts in sections 12 and 13 of the Uplands Act, have
been proposed to ensure that the Hålogaland Com-
mon Land will not by land disposition acts or by ali-
enating land or rights, dispose over its ownership
rights in a manner that encroaches unreasonably
or unnecessary on rights on this land which are
founded on special legal relationships or in legisla-
tion. Certain detailed administrative procedure
rules for the Hålogaland Common Land's disposi-
tions over land and alienations have also been pro-
posed, along with a rule that further limits its
ownership rights during the period the rights iden-
tification is carried on.

Also as regards the rights relationships on the
land ofthe Hålogland Common 1.and (chapter 3 of
the draft law) other solutions have been chosen
than in the Finnmark Act.

The administration of the rights to uncultivated
land on the Hålogaland Common Land is proposed
vested ,in <‹up to sho>regional uncultivated land
boards.These are to be appointed by the municipal
councils in the relevant region.

Hence, the uncultivated land boards will have
an inter-municipal character, but becadse they
derive their authority from a special Act, they will
not be inter-murficipal in the sense of the Local Aut-
horities Act. In the same way as the uplands boards
on the state common land, they will on the contrary.
be independent bodies which are not subject to
either the Hålogaland Common Land as landow-
ners or the municipalities that appoint the unculti-
vated land boards. It is anticipated that the detailed
delimitation of the regions will be set out by regu-
lations, and such that in connection with the delimi-
tation, a procedure will be implemented with the
contribution by right-holders and interests invol-
ved, the Sami Parliament and the relevant munici-
palities.

Each municipality in each region is to have at
least one board member, and such that the board
altogether shall have at least seven members. The
number of board members will thus be able to dif-
fer from region to region, depending on how many
municipalities the individual region is comprised
of. However, the board shall always have at least
two representatives of the reindeer husbandry and
two of agriculture. 1f the board comprises more
than seven members, the number of reindeer hus-
bandry and agriculture representatives will be
extended in order that these groups of right-hol-
ders always form a majority on the board. In the
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event that there are holders of rights of use entitled
to other exploitation of uncultivated land in the
region, these are also to be represented on the
uncultivated land board, on which the general hun-
ting, fishing and open air interests are also to be
represented.

Rules are, moreover, proposed for when there
is a quorum in the uncultivated land boards and the
boards' rules of procedure, income allocation
(which presupposes that the income generated by
the exploitation of the uncultivated land shall
remain in the region in which it was generated)
and bylaws.

As regards the rights relationships on the Hålo-
galand Common Land, firstly, a provision is propo-
sed which clarifies that the reindeer husbandry
also on this land enjoys a special legal foundation
and is regulated in more detail in the Reindeer
Husbandry Act.

Secondly, a provision is proposed that rights to
cattle pasture, assignation of wood for domestic
use and assignation of a summer farm and supple-
mentary farm land shall fie to a farm property if
this is necessary for the farming. Like the rights
that are regulated in sections 15 to 23 of the
Uplands Act, these rights will be subject to vatious
hmitations, among other things as regards the
number of cattle that may be let out to graze and in
relation to the reindeer husbandry and other
holders in the area.

`rairdly is proposed a regulation of the right to
hunt, catch and fish which in all essentials conti-
nues the current set 'of rules for such activities on
state land. This is based on the consideration that
changes to the rights relationships to these man-
ners of use should come as the result of the identi-
fication of nights, and not through amendments of
the legislation.

Fourthly is proposed a provision that people on
the Hålogaland Common Land in their own muni-
cipality are entitled to apply for assignment of deci-
duous timber for firewood. Performers of Sami and
other handicraft are granted the right to take tim-
ber for handicraft.

The resource exploitation which according to
the prevailing law lies to the landowner unless
otherwise decided by law, and which is not specifi-
cally regulated in the draft law (including salmon
fishing with fixed equipment in the sea, eggs and
down, and exploitation of non-claimable minerals)
will lie to the Hålogaland Common Land as landow-
ner.

This majority has furthermore proposed cer-
tain detailed rules about the uncultivated land
boards' authority to administer the rights to use
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that are regulated in the Hålogaland Act. A provi-
sion has been included that clarifies that the admi-
nistration of the use and exploitation of the rights
that are regulated in the Act, shall be exercised in
accordance with the purpose of the Act, within the
framework of other legislation and taking into con-
sideration the rights of ethers on the Hålogaland
Common Land. It is also proposed that the  unculti-
vated land boards among other things shall be able
to lay down detailed rules on the arrangement of
the use of the pasture and within the framework of
the Act to take care of the assignment of timber for
domestic purposes to summer farms and additio-
nal farmland.  Mirovision  has been proposed for
the administration nf the other uncultivated land
rights regulated hy the draft law that inter alia
opens for thenncultivated land boards being able
within a general framework to regulate the exploi-
tation of the right to hunt, catch and fish.

Furthermore is proposed sorne special admi-
nistrative procedure rules for, among other things,
the assignmentef summer farnis and additional
farmland for the agricultnre and for decisions 011

restrictions on hunting,- catching and fishing, set-
ting forth, among other things, that a particular
consultation round„ and, as the case may be, speci
fic consultations, are to be carried through prior to
the decisions being made.

The Monitoring nf the exploitation of the culti-
vated land on the Hålogaland Common Land
posed to be vested in the uncultivated land boanig
corresponding to the system pursuant to aection
36 of the Uplands Act

The draft law also Contnins various concluding
provisions. They comprise a proposal that persoris
who at the entry into force of the rules in the Act's
chapter on the Hålogaland Comnion Land are
employed by Statskog with their workplaces in
Nordland or Troms,.are to be offered work in the
new ownership body- with corresponding condi-
tions as with Statskog. As a consequence of the
draft law, it is also proposed that the exception for
the right to redeem a site for a holiday home in sec-
tion 34 second sub-section of the Act relating to
ground lease be extended te also apply on the
Hålogaland Common Land.

25.4.3 The Hålogaland`Common Land - also
putside Nordland andTrOMS

The members Eira, Kappliell and Westerfieldcon-
cur in the majority proposal that a new ownership
body should be created for the state's land in Nord-
land and Troms. However, thesernembers propose
to make ,the law relating to the Hålogaland Com-
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2.5.4.4 Revised Statskog

mon Land applicable also to state owned areasti
the traditional Sami areas in the counties of Noà
Trøndelag, Sør-Trøndelag and Hedmark.
dingly, they have proposed that the Act be givek
another title and that the provision on the
geographical scope be formulated .ac•or
Otherwise, these members, concur in the
ning majority's proposal as to. provisions on
pose, the relationship to internationallaw and
ting rights.

They also concur in the proposals on a regt«
tion of the Hålogaland Common fld1sJegajstatUi
and organisation and to the statutory lireitations4o
the Hålogaland Common Land's ownerslUprightS
However, they propose that the ,Sami l'arliament
should appoint three members to the hoard, while
the three other members should beapPointed
jointly by. the county councils An. the - county
which the Hålogatand~non Land,w111,be a larf.
downer. They also propoSe that two out of the sa
board members are to represent the reindeer hus,
bandry, and auch that one of these rmembers
should be appointed by the Sami Parfiarnent and
the,other member by the county councils.

Nor dethese members concur in theremaining
majority's proposal that the adrtinistration of the
uncultivated land rights should be-vested in regio- -
naL unculdvated land boards, but insteadpropose
that these functions shal/ lie to the Hålogaland
Common Land's boarl As a consequence of this,
they have also proposed lhat the uncultivated land
inspection should lie under the Hålogaland Com-
mon Land. Nor have they agreed.widi the proposal
that a detailed statutory regulation of rights-that fie
to the agrioulture, and consequently not proposed
any provisions on the administration of these
rights either.

Otherwise, they concw in the rest of the majo-
rity's proposal for a regulation of the rights on the
Hålogaland Common Land and in which.decisions
may be made as part of the adminisfration of these
rights, but then such that this authority is not
vested in regional uncultivated land boards„but in
the Hålogaland Common land as landowner. On
the whole, they are also in agreement withthe
majority's proposal for concluding provisions.

The member Reiffsen has submitted a draft law
that continues Statskog SF's positionas the owner
of the remaining state land in Nordland and
Troms, based on a consideration that also such a
solution would lie within the frarnework of interna-
tional law. Because this draft law does not presup-
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pose the creation of a new legal subject as landow-
ner, and mainly continues the prevailing rights on
the state's land in the two counties, this proposal
obviously has a far simpler formulation than that
proposed by the majority. Chapter 1 (general provi-
sions) contains sections on purpose, geographical
scope and on the relationship to other legislation
and international law, and to the prevailing rights.
In the presentation of the alternative draft law, it is
also emphasised that the aim is to amencl Stat-
skog's bylaws such that the Sami Parliament and
the reindeer husbandry are granted the opportu-
nity to propose representatives to the board of Stat-
skog - in order thereby to ensure Sami representa-
tion in the governing bodies of the company, but
without specifying this in more detail.

Chapter 2 of the draft law (bodies, authority and
allocation of income) is anticipating a stronger regi-
onal say in the managernent of the uncultivated
land through regioral uncultivated land boards
that are to have an independent role in respect of
Statskog and which are given a certain authority
within a detailed framework. The rules on income
allocation opens for revenues from land dispOsi-
tions and use of uncultivated land being returned
to regions and local societies, but are not as
ding as the proposal by the Majority.

Chapter 3 of the draft law  (management and
development of land and resources) anticipates the
introduction of a system of regional plans for the
management and development of the various areas
under which the regienal unarr!tivated land boards
prepare proposals for plans which ar-e to be appro-
ved by Statskog SF's board.lis also proposed that
a consultation round be held before the company
makes decisions on land dispositions and any dis-
posal of land and rights. As in the proposal by the
majority, it is also the intention that the landowner
body shall show considerable reserve as regards
making such dispositions during the period when
the identification of rights goes on (section
second sub-section of the draft law).

Section 4 of the draft law has rules on rights of
use and access to renewable resources for diffe-
rent groups. In addition to a provision on rights for
those who carry on Sami reindeer husbandry and
other rights based on use since time immemorial,
there are rules on assignment of pasture, summer
farms and additional farmland for farming proper-
ties, on the taking of timber and on hunting, cat-
ching and fishing. These provisions do not entail
any substantive changes in relation to the prevai-
ling law, however.

The member  Parmann has as her main reaso-
ning for supporting Reiersens's proposal, pointed
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at Statskog SF's good qalifications for safeguarding
national and regional/local aspects when it comes
to land utilisation and management of renewable
resources, and the aspect of Statskog's role as pro-
perty owner in other state owned areas. Her opi-
nion is, however, that the proposal should be
strengthened, so that municipal authorities appoint
the regional uncultivated land boards, and so that
agricultural rights are protected in a similar way as
in the Hålogaland Common Land alternative.

2.5.4.5 Southern Norway — in particular on
changes to the Uplands Act

In chapter 15 of the report the Sami Right&Coni-

tnittee considered, in respect of the state-owned
traditional Sami areas in southern Norway,
whether one should propose changes to the rights
and management systera which is regulated in the
Uplands Act. A majority comprising the members
Gauslaa, Broderstad, Stram Bult, Eggen, Eriksen,
Larsen, Lund, Parmann, Pedersen, Reiersen and
RØSS2.or are of tbe opinion that the state's internafii
onal law obligations associated with the protection
of Sami rights and Sami participation in the, mana,
gement system for land and natural resources ola
state-owned land in the southern Sami areas, can
be taken care of by a revision of the Uplands Act.

The minority, consisting of the members  Et>.ta,
Kappfild and Weste,teld,  believe that their for rnu-
latior. -n:the proposal for an act relating to the Håle-
galard Comnicn Land, cf. 2,5.4.3 above, shouid
comprise also the state-owned traditional Sami
areas in Southern Norway. Howeven they coucur
alternatively with the majority's proposal for chan-
ges in the Uplands Act.

Committee tnember  Fjeldheim  does not
concur in any of the stated alternatives.

The changes that are proposed in the Uplands
Act are geographically lirnited to state common
land in Nord-Trøndelag, Sør-Trøndelag and Hed-
mark where there is Sami reindeer husbandry and
where the identification of rights does not provide
any basis for changing the landowner relations-
hips. It is partly a question of various clarifications
in order to reveal reindeer husbandry as an inde-
pendent right of use on the state's common land,
and partly to reinforce the participation in the
Uplands' boards of those entitled to reindeer hus-
bandry.

Section 1 last sub-section of the Uplands Act is
proposed to contain a provision of principle which
determines that the right to Sami reindeer husban-
dry where such reindeer husbandry is old-establis-
hed, is an independent right of use on the state
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common land, in line with other rights of use based
on use since fune irnmemorial. Various changes in
sections 12 and 13 of the Uplands Act are also pro-
posed, relating to the state's opportunity to
ment land dispositions and alienate land on the
state common land, and in sections 15, 18, 19 and
21 relating to the Uplands boards' dispositions as
regards cattle pasture and assignment of summer
farms and additional farming land etc. to agricultu-
ral properties. The purpose of these changes is
that it should appear clearly from the wording of
the Act that one must also consider the reindeer
herders' rights when considering whether to
implement measures or grant permission to
sures that are regulated in these provisions. In
order to clear the ground for the Uplands boards to
be able to strengthen it8 knowledge basis about
reindeerhusbandry, a provision is also proposed
,about coutact meetings between the uplands
boards and the area manager of the reindeer hats-
bandry (new section 10 a).

Setjew 3 shrth sub-section of the, Uplanda Act
abotit the, appointment and romposition of. , the
Up;and boards i proposed to be amended, such
that the nk evailing provision that the reindeer hus
bandry rnay be g*CII representafin OP uplands
boards that have a management responsibility for
areas m which Sami reindeer hunbandry js carried
on, is replac,xl by a provison that lemItes tht arrare
gement mandatory. It is also proposed thah the
reindeer husbandry's representation å not
replace the representadon of the agriculture like
the present s4uation, but that botb groupe are to
have two board mentbers each. In order in rea,lise
this, it is proposed that the number of board mem-
bers in the relevant uplands bnards be extended
from five to seven.
• The Cornmittee majority (Gauslaa, Broderstad,
Strmn Bull, Eriksen, Larsen, Pedersen and Reiersen,
with alternative acceptance by Eira, Ffellheim,
Kappflell and  Westerneld)propose that section 5 of
the Uplands Act be supplemented by a legal autho-
rity for the King to amalgamate two or more
Uplands boards should considerations for the exer-
cise of Sami reindeer husbandry in the uplands
boards' management area so indicate. The mino-
rity (Eggen, Lund, Parmann and Røssvoll) have not
agreed to this proposal, but underline that where
relevant one should implement a cooperation
arrangement between the Uplands boards to
protect the rights of the reindeer husbandry.

In order to safeguard Sami influence on the
state's landowner dispositions on the state com-
mon land, and on other relevant state land in south-
ern Norway, in the opinion of the Sami Rights
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Committee one of the members of Statskog SF's
board should be appointed according to a nomina-
tion by the Sami Parliament. Thus one has on this
point recommended that an amendment be made
to the company's articles of association.

Furthermore, a unanimous committee propo-
ses a provision in the Outdoor Recreation Act (new
section 10 a) on a right to take wood for handicraft
purposes within the traditional Sami areas in
Southern Norway, as well as on the state common
land as on other state land.

2.5.5 Changes to the Reindeer Husbandry
Act

In chapter 16, the Sami Rights Committee consi-
ders the need for changes in the Reindeer Htmban-
dry Act. The provisions on reindeer husbandrY
manageinent and various internal relationships
the.induStry are not considered, as this would fall
outside the Committee's mandate. On the dther
•hand, nne has dealtt with some provi.sions,in the Act
whickt regulate the contents of the reindeer hus
bandry rights and the relationeltip between ein
deer husbandry and the, outside world. The prOpo-
Sals that followed from these ctartsideraticns,'were
with one exception, cfbelow, submitted by a Una-
nim4s committee.

Iri scction 3 of the Reindeer Husbandr-,y 'Act
about the relationship to international law it i pre
posed te add that the Act applies with the fimita-
tions that follow irom Ti 0 Converitiop nc 16:-;
Since it is now Stated in section nf the Reindeez
Husbandry Act that the right to Sarnf reindeerhus-
bandry where such reindeer hust andry is old-
established is an independent right ef use in uncul-
tivated areas that are protected in the law of dama-
ges equally with other rights of use cn uncultivated
land, these more fundamental relationshii5s haVe
not been discussed in more detail. However, the
Comnnittee proposes that certain aspects of section
4 should be adjusted such that the principles it
expresses appear more clearly.

One has also proposed certain amplifications
and clarifications in sections 19 to 26 of the Rein-
deer Husbandry Act that regulate the rights of the
Sami reindeer herders on uncultivated land. The
special authority in section 9 second sub-section
for the preservation of reindeer pasture is propo-
sed to be repealed, based on the view that the con-
siderations behind this provision will better be ser-
ved by the application of other provisions in the
Act, inter alia, section 63. Otherwise, it is in all
essentials a matter of clarifications and not sub-
stantive changes.



As regards elk hunting on land owned by the
state, the Finnmark Estate and the Hålogaland
Common Land in the Sami reindeer pasture area,
the majority of the Committee (everyone except
Eira, Fjellheim, Kappffell an  Westetfield)have pro-
posed to include a provision in section 26 of the
Reindeer Husbandry Act that those who engage in
Sami reindeer husbandry in the context of regula-
tions of the access to participation in the hunting,
shall be considered as locally resident, both in the
municipality in which they reside, and in the muni-
cipality/municipalities in which they otherwise
carry on lawful reindeer husbandry. The minority
proposes a provision that those who engage in
Sami reindeer husbandry on such land shall be
entitled to participation in the elk hunting within
their reindeer pastute areas.

The Committee has in particular considered
the provisions in chapter 8 of the Reindeer Husbån-
dry Act relating to other People's rights to and use  of
the reindeer pasture areas.Among other things one
here proposes certain chångeS in chåpter 63,
which regulates the relationship between those
entitled to reindeerthisbandry and landow-
ners/other right-holders. The phrpose of the pro-
posal is not to shift the balanee between the diffe-
rent right-holder groups in relation to what follows
from general principles of taw, but that the provi-
sion shall more clearly signalise that it is a question
of different grotps of equal right-holders, cf, the
principle in section 2 of the Eaernent Act.

Furthermore, some softening ofthe provisions
relating to the reindeer herders' liabifity in dama-
ges in chapter 9 of the Reindeer Husbandry Act is
proposed, aiming at as far as possible making the
provisions on the reindeer owners' liability for
damage caused by their reindeer concurrent with
the provisions on liability in damages for the
owners of other grazing animals. More speeifically,
it is proposed inter alia that the claims for damages
as the main rule should be made against the
owners of the animals causing damage. A clarifica-
tion is also proposed in the Act that sections 5-1
and 5-2 of the Damages Act on contribution and
mitigation shall apply also in the case of damage
caused by reindeer, as well as certain detailed
rules about the keeping of fences in connection
with land reclamation, cf. the proposed changes in
sections 67 to 69 of the Reindeer Husbandry Act.

The Committee has also discussed different
issues relating to the protection of the pasture
areas. However, one assumed that the provisions
proposed in chapters 17-21 of the report may
become of great importance to the protection of
the reindeer husbandry areas. Therefore, no spe-
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cial provisions on protection of areas have been
proposed in the Reindeer Husbandry Act.
However, one has considered the contents in and
scope of the provisions in section 7 on expropria-
tion to secure reindeer pastures, and proposed a
clarification of the geographical scope of this.

2.5.6 Consultations and procedures for
measures that may influence the
natural resources in traditional Sami
areas

131

2.5.6.1 The  background to the considerations

International indigenous law has traditionally had
a particular focus on protection against encroach-
ments on indigenous peoples' right to enjoy their
culture, including their right to material cultural
exercise and protection of the natural basis for this
culture enjoymeht. This is also currently the core
of the provisiory on protection of culture in CCPR
Article 27.

In recent times the law of indigenous peoples
has also focused on rights to positive support mea-
sures and recognition of rights. It has also increas-
ingly emphasised indigenous peoples' right to par-
ticipation in decision-making processes in cases of
particular importance to them. This procedurai
aspect of the law of indigenous peoples bas ip par-
ticular been expressed in ILO Convention up 169,
cfi'n particular Articles 6 7 and 15, and in the
practice by ILO's enforement bodies. These have
in different contexts stated that the principle of
consultations and participation forms the corner
stone of the Convention and are the basis for its
individual provisions.

Furthermore, the UN's Human Rights Commit-
tee has construed a consultation and participation
principle in CCPR Article 27. In several complaint
cases, it has, btter alia, been an important factor in
the Committee's assessment of whether the states
have complied with their obligations related to the
protection of culture, whether they have carried
out real consultations with the indigenous people,
or not.

Hence, in chapter 17 to 21 of the report, the
Sami Rights Committee has proposed a new act
relating to administrative procedure and consulta-
tions in the case of measures that may have an
influence on the natural resources in traditional
Sami areas (the administrative procedure and con-
sultation act). In these chapters are also proposed
various changes to the existing legislation, such as
the Planning and Building Act, the Nature Protec-
tion Act and the Mining Act.
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Since, in these cases, it is a question of general
legislation, the proposals will, in the same way as
the proposed changes to the Reindeer Husbandry
Act, apply to all traditional Sami areas in Nor way,
including also such areas in Finnmark.

These proposals are submitted, with one excep-
tion, cf. below in item 2.5.6.5, by a unanimous Com-
mittee.

2.5.6.2 Consultations

The considerations regarding whether statutory
provisions on consultations between public autho-
rities on the one part and representatives of Sami
interests and right-holders on the other part,
should be proposed, are included in chapter 17.

The Committee's review of ILO's practice
shows that it is difficult to make any quality distinc-
tion between the different provisions on consulta-
tions in ILO Convention no 169. In summary, the
obligation implies that a group of indigenous peo-
ple for which a planned measure may be of impor-
tance, have a claim to active participation in the
decision-making processes up to implementation
of the measure, and such that the group is granted
a real possibility to influence the process as well as
the contents of the decision. There is no require-
ment that agreernent must be achieved, or that the
indigenous people must be given a deeisive
ence on the outcome of the case. However, the con-
sultations must be carried out in good faith and be
arranged such that they are a suitable tool to achie-
ving agreement on the measure at issue.

The contents of the consultation obligation
which can be derived from CCPR Article 27 are
relatively concurrent with the above, but the UN
Human Rights Committee has in recent observa-
tion statements expressed itself such that it seems
clear that the states cannot «consult away froma
the more absolute requirement as to culture
protection contained in this provision.

The chapter also gives an overview of Norway's
practising of the consultation obligation, with the
conclusion that there is a need for a concrete
implementation of this obligation in internal law in
the form of special legislation. The detailed provi-
sions formulated by the Committee on the back-
ground of these considerations are proposed to be
included as chapter 3 in the administrative proce-
dure and consultation act.

71se scope  of application for the provisions are
proposed to be valid for legislation, regulations,
individual decisions, regulation measures and
other measures that may affect the natural resour-
ces in traditional Sami areas. In accordance with
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the relevant provisions in the ILO Convention, it
will also be a prerequisite for the consultation rules
being applicable that it is a matter of cases which
may have a «direct importance» for Sami right-hol-
ders or use-of-area interests.

According to the draft law, the Sami Parliament
together with other Sami right-holders and inte-
rests, for example reindeer herders and represen-
tatives of Sami communities, will have a right to be
consulted to the extent they may be clirectly affec-
ted by the measure at issue. ILO's practice shows
that the right to consultations is not only lying to
the indigenous peoples' highest bodies, but also to
right-holders and interests on a local level. It may
in individual cases be particularly relevant to con-
sult such right-holders and interests.

Bodies under a duty to consult will be govern-
mental authorities, including the GOvernment, the
ministries and other underlying governrnent agen-
cies, but also municipalities and county
ties, to the extent these are making decisions that
may have a direct importance for the exploitation
of land and resources in traditional Sami argas.

ILO's practice also shows thaf the duty to con-
sult not only applies to the state as the exerciser of
public authority, hut also to bodies that en behalf of
the state ekercise landowner rights in traditionaf
indigenous peoples' areas. The practice also shows
that the duty to consult applies to the legialative
assernblies dealing with legislatiort if is conSide-
red to change draft legaslatfon whikh have been
suject to consultations on earfier etages ,of the
iegislatiye procedure, to the detehnent of the  indi-
genous peoples. The Corrmittee's draft law con-
tains special provisions ahning at covering these
cases.

The draft law other wise contains provisions
stating that the implementationof  the consultations
shall be made in good ,faith and with the aim of
achieving agreement on the measures at issue, ori
notification of interests that are entitled to be con-
sulted, on deadlines etc to ensure progression in
the consultations, on the keeping of minutes and
public disclosure as well as provisions on the sec-
toral ministries and the Sami Parliament's special
roles in the consultations — and a special rule on
cases that are dealt with in the Cabinet.

A principal provision is proposed in chapter 17
that the Sami Parliament and, as the case may be,
representatives of other Sami interests, unless
otherwise decided, are entitled to representation
in appointed bodies that deal with questions of use
and exploitation of land and water in traditional
Sami areas. As an example of bodies that will be
comprised by this provision may be mentioned the
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regional predatory animal boards, on which the
sami Parliament is currently represented, and
committees that are assigned the task to prepare
legislation that will be of particular importance to
the reindeer husbandry.

While the other provisions proposed in chapter
17 aim at implementing and concretising Article 6
cf. Article 15, of the ILO Convention in Nor wegian
law, the provision on Sami representation has a
special basis in Article 17 of the Convention, cf.
also Article 17 in the draft Nordic Sami Conven-
tion.

2.5.6.3 Other administrative procedure rules

In addition to the rules on consultations, the Sami
Rights Committee in the report's chapter 18 has
also proposed some other administrative proce-
dure rules which will be appficable when one con-
siders to implement measures that can affect the
natural resources in the traditional Sami areas. Pri-
marily, these provisions are proposed to be inclu-
ded in chapter 2 of the administrative procedure
and consultation act.

In the same way as the consultation rules, the
administrative procedure rules will apply along
with the general administrative procedure rules in
the Public Administration Act and the relevant sec-
tor Act. The rules are 1?roposed based on a vi'ew
that the general admi&strative procedure rules
will probably not always ensure due emphasis on
Sami considerabons. At the same time, the imple-
mentation of consultations will not exempt the rele-
vant decison-making bodies from the obligation
they have to make an independent assessment of
the effects of a planned measure on Sami culture
etc.

Hence, the Sami Rights Committee has identi-
fied a need to further render concrete the interna-
tional law obligations, in the form of a separate set
of administrative procedure rules. These rules will
not create new obligations for the various decision-
making bodies, but will more specifically indicate
the obligations that are incumbent on these as
regards clarification of the consequences that an
applied-for measure may have for Sami interests
and to place emphasis on such interests.

For administrative decisions that concern rights
or obligations of one or more persons and other indi-
vidual decisionsby public authorities to implement
measures on behalf of the state (for instance
development of communications) in traditional
Sami areas, provisions are proposed for, inter alia,
publication of measures applied for, consultation
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and duties to report on the consequences of a mea-
sure for Sami material culture enjoyment.

It is also proposed that the Sami Parliament be
empowered to lay down guidelines for the deciding
body's evaluation of Sami considerations, cf. the
corresponding provision in section 4 first subsec-
tion of the Finnmark Act, and a provision which
more generally imposes on the decision-making
bodies to take Sami use and Sami communities
duly into consideration. The committee also propo-
ses a provision for a (particularly) qualified prepon-
derance of interest in order that measures applied
for may be allowed to be implemented in areas
which must be considered to be particularly impor .
tant for Sami use and where the measure may have
a significant negative influence on the future use of
these areas. This must be deemed to be a concreti
sing of the core of the CCPR Article 27.

The possibility to . lay down conditions in order'
to prevent th.e measures having unfortunate
results for the reindeer husbandry and other Sami, .
materiakulture enjoyrnent ls a further cOMpOnent
in the draft law.

Th Committee also proposes a
regutatiousand general development decisiOns, for
example the regtdalion of fisheries; w1rUch will.be
of irnhortance for the use of lånd and resonrces
traditional Sami areas, Also here one iS airbifig at a
case preparatioi . whIch shall clarify the  consequen-
ces of the regulations for Sami materl C.ulture
enjOyment andthat such culture enjoyn-lent shal!
be taken into conskleration when thedecison
rrade and when the regulations are

2.5.6.4 Land use planning etc.

In chat,ter 19 the Sami Rights Committee discus-
sed land use planning according to the Planning
and Building Act in more detail. It is known that a
propositior  to  the Odelsting for a new planning
part of the Planning and Building Act is scheduled
for submission in the autumn of 2007. Since the
proposition did not exist when the Sami Rights
Comrnittee concluded its work, the Committee
chose to submit its considerations and proposals in
relation to the prevailing Planning and Building
Act.

As regards the integration of Sami considera-
tions and interests in the Act, the Sami Rights Com-
mittee has in all essentials concurred in the Plan-
ning Act Committee's proposal in NOU 2003:14.
This concerns among other things the proposed
extension of the Act's applicability to sea areas,
which may be of factual importance to the Coast
Samis' interests; reference to the natural basis for
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Sami culture in the purpose section; rendering
Sami area use interests more visible, including
reindeer husbandry, in the provisions relating to
planning in the municipalities and on the right to
complain and raise objections before the Sami Par-
liament in matters of significant importance to
Sami culture.

The Sami Rights Committee has on certain
points submitted proposals that have no direct
equivalent in the Planning Act Committee's propo-
sal, including a proposal that Sami area use inte-
rests in the provisions on planning at national and
county levels be rendered even more visible. The
Committee also proposes to include references to
the provisions on consultations in the Procedure
and Consultation Act in the Act's.provisions on pro-•
cessing of county plans, muniCipality plans and
area development plans.
' • It is further- proposed that the Sami Parliament
be'veste&-witNadirect role.in area planning.in.tra-

. ditional. Sami areas: by a provision that the Saini
Partiament may, lay down planning guidelines for
taking :care,o,f,Sami area use interests. The plan-
ning guidelim-s wili, accordingto their nature,.be a
kind o natignal,political guidelines.

Retewnoe.te, Sami aree use kiterests ,and
relevant provisions in the Procedure and ConSulta-..
tion Act .are, also proposed to be included in the ,
Planning and Building. Act's -provision on :Impact
stiudies

,
2.5.6.5 Area nreservation

nye sameretten

- .
,Varions issues relating to area preServation in tra-
ditional Sami areas are considered in chupte?' 20.
The Sami Rights Committee's considerations are
primarily related to the contents and structure of
the Nature Conservation Act since the planned
proposition for a new Nature Diversity Act was not
submitted to the Storting when the Committee
concluded its work. However, one has taken into
account that the Bio Diversity Act Committee's
proposal for a Nature Diversity Act in NOU 2004:28
will be guiding for the future contents of the con-
servation legislation. This proposal has therefore
been an important component in the Sami Rights
Committee's considerations. The same applies to
the concluding document from the National Corn-
mittee for the Use and Preservation of Lule Sami
Areas.

The question of Sami and local contribution in
the conservation processes in the traditional Sami
areas is of importance both in respect of decisions
on conservation as such, at the formulation of the
provisions that are to regulate the future use of a

protected area, and at the revision of the current
provisions on the use of existing protected areas.

At this point, the Sami Rights Committee has
seen reason to formulate somewhat more detailed,
and specific provisions than those proposed by the
Bio Diversity Act Committee with a view to
ment and concretise the state's indigenous peoples
law obligations in internal law.

Thus a provision is proposed in which also pre-
servation of the Sami material cultural basis is sta-
ted as an object for protection. The Sami Rights
Committee also proposes a separate provision on
presentation, consultations and weighting of Sami
interests in conservation processes. The Commit-
tee also proposes a provision relating to the more
specific procedure in area preservation in traditio-
nal Sami areas which will supplement both the
above provision and the other administrative pro-:
cedure ruies relating to area preservation.

In the event that the Hålogaland Conanaon J„and
estab6hed as a new owner of the remaining

state land in the traditional Sami areas, aprovision
has been proposed that presupposes that: such a
change , of ownership shaq not be of eonsequene
for the Gpportunity c estabsh
according.o ffle preservadon

Aquestion deakt wjth separately by the Commn.-
tee is whether one shou'id implemmt a joeking-up
periad, for, the possibility to deeide area prsk-rva:
tion whde id(-.ntification afr.,,rights is going on accer-
danclz with the proposals ii ehaoters !,?. and 13.

Tiv triajorit of the etm irnittfse d upport
this, but as an aln-rnathe pro,pcnd pi ovigjon that
presupposes that if the ider,•&icatiou discioses
owner or user rights in the national parks, the pre,
servation provisions for the relevant, area will be
changed accordingly. A minofity, consisting of
Eira, Kappflell, Lam:n and Weste;5e41has on the
other harid proposed such a locking-up period, but
then limited to the poSsihility to establish new nati-
onal parks.

In chapter 20, the Sarni Rights Committee has
also recommended that Sami aspects to a larger
degree than what the Bio Diversity Act Committee
intends to do, should be rendered visible in the
provisions in this committee's draft law (sections
33, 38, 47 and 61).

2.5.6.6 Claimable minerals etc.

In chapter 21 the Committee has assessed various
questions concerning claimable minerals and
other resources to which the state, independently
of landowner relationships, retains the right in the
traditional Sami areas. The reason for this subject



being dealt with in a separate chapter is partly that
Article 15 (2) of the ILO Convention comprises a
special rule for such resources and partly that
when the Finnmark Act was enacted, certain spe-
cial rules were included in the Mining Act to
comply with the requirements in the provision.

As introduction to the chapter, the Committee
refers to the legal contents in Article 15 (2) and
discusses various delimitation issues. On this
basis, the further considerations in chapter 21 are
related to the need for changes in the set of rules
for the extraction of claimable minerals, while the
requirements regarding Sami participation in deci-
sion-making processes concerning the extraction
of non-claimable minerals and oll and gas deposits,
are supposed to be taken care of by the general
rules in the proposal for an administrative proce-
dure and consultation act.

The Sami Rights Committee knows that the
Ministry of Trade and Industry plans to submit a
proposition for a new Minerals Act towards the end
of 2007 or in 2008. The Committee's 'considera-
tions, however, are related to the current Mining
Act, in which it has proposed a provision that the
administrative procedureand consultation act shall
apply in addition to the other administrative proce-
dure rules at the processing of applications for
claimsin traditional Sami areas (new section 2 a).
• The Comrnittee also proposes a rule that pra-

specting in .areas in which there are recognised
Sami ownership rights in accordance with the
state's international law obligations, and other.
areas of significant importance for Sami material
cultural enjoyment;presupposes the consentof the
owner/holder of rights of use (new section 3 no. 7).
In addition are proposed changes in section 7 a
such that this is extended to also apply to all tradi-
tional Sami areas, and not only to Finnmark, and
such that the time for notification regulated here is
extended from one week to one month.

As regards the Act's provisions on claiming and
claims, the Committee proposes that the adminis-
trative procedure rules in sections 22 a and 39 b be
extended so as to apply to the same geographical
area as in section 7 a. The contents in these provi-
sions are otherwise proposed to be mainly conti-
nued, but such that the consideration for Sami and
other right-holders is rendered visible to a larger
extent than in the current provisions.

The Committee has also proposed certain
changes in section 42 relating to a landowner
charge, among other things such that it is opened
for the King being able to make regulations to the
effect that mining companies are to pay a charge
also to the holders of rights of use in traditional
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Sami areas, cf that the ILO Convention no 169 Arti-
de 15 (2) provides that the indigenous people «if
possible» shall have a participation in the proceeds
of the mining operation.

2.5.7 Coast and fiord fishing in Coast Sami
areas

Various questions that concern the coast and fiord
fisheries in Coast Sami areas are dealt with in chap-
ter 22 of the report. Also here the international law
obligations form the basis for the Committee's pre-
sentation. Thus, a broad evaluation of the UN
Covenant on civil and political rights (CCPR) Arti-
de 27, cf. Article 1, and the ILO Convention no 169
(in particular Articie 15) is provided with a view to
Coast Sami coast and fiord fisheries.

The conclusion is that international law firstly
grants these fisheries protection against measures
that may endanger the right to continued cultural
enjoyment, and that this protection has not ceased
even if the fishing currently takes place with more
modern equipment than earlier. Secondly, the state
has certain obligations as regards arranging for
economically functioning Coast Sami coast and
fiord fisheries. It also follows from both Artide 27
of CCFR and Article /5, cf. Article 13 (2) of the ILO
Convention that the state is obligated to implement
consultations and Sami participation in decision-
making processes thatmay have a direct impact on
the nossibifities to perform Coast Sami fishing.

The considerations in chapter 22 must be seen
'in conjunction with several of the other proposals
by the Committee, which both individually and
jointly may have positive effects for Coast Sami
communities •and the fisheries that take place
based on these communities. One may here refer
to the proposal for the scope of application in sea
areas for the Identification of Rights Commission
and the Uncultivated Land Tribunal, the proposals
related to consultations and other administrative
procedure rules and the proposal to extend the
scope of application for the Planning and Building
Act in sea areas.

The Sami Rights Committee has not submitted
any proposals for changes in chapter 22, due
among other things to the Committee's multiple
tasks and that the Committee is not suitably com-
posed for this purpose. The Cornmittee also knows
that many of the issues that the Committee has had
for discussion will be thoroughly and broadly con-
sidered in the report to the Coastal Fisheries Com-
mittee for Finnmark. This committee is especially
appointed to report on questions associated to
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Samis' and others' right to fish in salt water, and is
composed so as to reflect this.

The Sami Rights Committee has nonetheless
chosen to present the issues one has considered
during the work. Among the subjects dealt with is
whether one should introduce an arrangement for
free fishing for small boats with passive equipment
and whether one should plan for a special protec-
tion of the waters that are subject to Coast Sami
coast and fiord fishing. The Committee also points
to the possibility of establishing management regi-
mes that open for reserving larger parts of the fish-
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ing quotas for the coast and fiord fishers, and that
may give fishing interests resident in Coast Sami
areas more influence on the management of the fis-
heries, and on whether more locally based mana-
gement arrangements should be introduced.

The Sami Parliament's role in the national fis-
hery management is touched upon. The Commit-
tee mentions among other things as a possibility
that a permanent collaboration body between the
Sami Parliament and the Ministry of Fisheries and
Coastal Affairs be created with a view to take care
of Sami interests in the fisheries.
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Act of 17 June 2005 No. 85 relating to legal relations and management of land and natural
resources in the county of Finnmark (Finnmark Act)

Chapter 1 General provisions

Section 1 The purpose of the Act

The purpose of the Act is to facilitate the management of land and natural resources in the
county of Finnmark in a balanced and ecologically sustainable manner for the benefit of the
residents of the county and particularly as a basis for Sami culture, reindeer husbandry, use of
non-cultivated areas, commercial activity and social life.

Section 2 Scope

The Act shall apply to real property and watercourses with natural resources in the county of
Finnmark. On the shoreline, the Act shall apply as far out to sea as private right of ownership
extends.
Section 3 Relationship to international law

The Act shall apply with the limitations that follow from ILO Convention No. 169 concerning
Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries. The Act shall be applied in compliance
with the provisions of international law concerning indigenous peoples and minorities and with
the provisions of agreements with foreign states concerning fishing in transboundary
watercourses.

Section 4 The guidelines of the Sami Parliament regarding changes in the use of uncultivated
land

The Sami Parliament may issue guidelines for assessing the effect of changes in the use of
uncultivated land on Sami culture, reindeer husbandry, use of non-cultivated areas, commercial
activity and social life. The guidelines shall be approved by the Ministry. The Ministry shall
examine whether the guidelines lie within the framework laid down in the first sentence and
whether they have been drawn up in an appropriate manner.

In matters concerning changes in the use of uncultivated land, state, county and municipal
authorities shall assess the significance such changes will have for Sami culture, reindeer
husbandry, use of non-cultivated areas, cornmercial activity and social life. The guidelines of the
Sami Parliament shall be followed in the assessment of Sami interests pursuant to the first
sentence.
Section 5 Relationship to established rights

Through prolonged use of land and water areas, the Sami have collectively and individually
acquired rights to land in Finnmark.
This Act does not interfere with collective and individual rights acquired by Sami and other
people through prescription or immemorial usage. This also applies to the rights held by reindeer
herders on such a basis or pursuant to the Reindeer Herding Act.

In order to establish the scope and content of the rights held by Sami and other people on the
basis of prescription or immemorial usage or on some other basis, a commission shall be
established to investigate rights to land and water in Finnmark and a special court to settle



disputes concerning such rights, cf. chapter 5.

Chapter 2 Finnmarkseiendommen ("the Finnmark Estate")

Section 6 The legal position of Finnmarkseiendommen

Enclosure no 3

Finnmarkseiendommen (Finnmårkkuopmodat) ("the Finnmark Estate") is an independent legal
entity with its seat in Finnmark which shall administer the land and natural resources, etc. that it
owns in compliance with the purpose and other provisions of this Act.

Section 7 The board of Finnmarkseiendommen
Finnmarkseiendommen shall be governed by a board consisting of six persons.

Finnmark County Council and the Sami Parliament shall each elect three members, each with a
personal deputy. The members and deputies shall be resident in Finnmark. Among the members
elected by the Sami Parliament at least one board member and that person's deputy shall be
representatives for reindeer husbandry. Both as members and as deputies, both bodies shall elect
both women and men.

The body shall elect members and deputies collectively. Employees of Finnmarkseiendommen,
Finnmarkseiendommen's auditor and members and deputies of the Control Committee may not
be elected as board members or deputies.

The board members and deputies are elected for a term of up to four years at a time. No-one may
be a board member for longer than ten years consecutively.

Board members and deputies may be removed by the body that elected them. The body shall in
such a case elect new members and deputies collectively.

Board members and deputies have a right to withdraw before their period of service expires if
there are special reasons for so doing. The board and the body that has elected the member
concerned shall be given reasonable notice. The fourth paragraph, second sentence, shall apply
accordingly.

The board shall itself elect a chairman and vice-chairman from among its members. If no-one
obtains a majority of votes, which of the six members shall be chairman and vice-chairman shall
be decided by Finnmark County Council in years ending on an odd number and by the Sami
Parliament in years ending on an even number.

Section 8 Proportionally representative elections

Elections of board members and deputies shall be held as proportionally representative elections
as mentioned in section 37 of the Local Government Act if so required by at least one member of
the body.

If in connection with proportionally representative elections it is necessary in order to fulfil the
requirement that among the members and deputies there shall be both women and men,
candidates of the under-represented sex shall move up on the list with fewest votes of the lists
that shall be represented. In the event of tied votes, the list on which candidates of the under-
represented sex are to move up shall be decided by drawing lots.
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If in connection with proportionally representative elections in the Sami Parliament it is
necessary in order to fulfil the requirement that one of the board members and that member's
deputy shall be representatives for reindeer husbandry, representatives for reindeer husbandry
shall move up on the list that has received fewest votes of the lists that shall be represented and
that have such candidates. If there is no such list, the last place on the board shall be given to the
representatives for reindeer husbandry on the list that has received most votes of the lists that
have such candidates. In the event of tied votes, the list that shall be regarded as having received
most or fewest votes shall be decided by drawing lots.

Section 9 The duties and procedures of the board

The board is responsible for management of Finnmarkseiendommen. The board shall ensure that
the body is satisfactorily organized. The board shall to the extent necessary provide plans,
budget, guidelines and instructions for the body. The board shall implement the investigations it
finds necessary for performance of its duties. The board shall implement such investigations if so
required by a board member.

The chairman of the board shall ensure that appropriate matters are dealt with by the board and
that board meetings are convened in an appropriate manner and with reasonable notice. A board
member may require that specific matters be dealt with by the board.

The board shall deal with matters in meetings unless the chairman finds that a matter may be
submitted to the board in writing or be dealt with in another satisfactory manner. A board
member may require that a matter be dealt with at a meeting of the board.
The board may make decisions when at least five members are present. Such decisions are made
by simple majority unless otherwise provided by section 10. In the event of tied votes, the
chairman shall have the casting vote.

The board shall submit an annual report to the Control Committee concerning
Finnmarkseiendommen's activities. This annual report shall include a particular account of
changes in the use of uncultivated land and an assessment of the significance of these changes
for the natural resource base for Sami culture, reindeer husbandry, use of non-cultivated areas,
commercial activity and social life.

The board shall fix its own fees. Such fees are to be covered by Finnmarkseiendommen.

Section 10 Matters concerning changes in the use of uncultivated land and transfer of real
property, etc.

In matters concerning changes in the use of uncultivated land, Finnmarkseiendommen shall
assess the significance a change will have for Sami culture, reindeer husbandry, use of non-
cultivated areas, commercial activity and social life. The guidelines of the Sami Parliament
pursuant to section 4 shall be followed in the assessment of Sami interests pursuant to the first
sentence.

Decisions concerning changes in the use of uncultivated land require the support of at least four
board members if the whole minority bases its opinion on consideration for Sami culture,
reindeer husbandry, use of non-cultivated areas, commercial activity and social life assessed on
the basis of the guidelines of the Sami Parliament. If the majority consists of four or less, a
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collective minority may during the board meeting demand that the matter be placed before the
Sami Parliament. If the Sami Parliament does not ratify the decision of the majority or does not
consider the matter within a reasonable time, a collective majority of the board may demand that
Finnmarkseiendommen place the matter before the King, who shall then decide whether the
decision shall be approved. Such approval of the decision has the same effect as such a decision
by the board.

If a proposal concerning changes in the use of uncultivated land that either applies only to
Karasjok, Kautokeino, Nesseby, Porsanger and Tana municipalities or only to the remainder of
Finnmark is supported by three and only three members of the board, three members of the board
may collectively demand that the matter be reconsidered by the board. The last member elected
by Finnmark County Council shall not take part in this reconsideration if the matter concerns
changes in the use of uncultivated land in Karasjok, Kautokeino, Nesseby, Porsanger or Tana
municipalities. If the matter concerns changes in the use of uncultivated land in the remainder of
Finnmark, the last board member elected by the Sami Parliament who does not represent
reindeer husbandry shall not take part. The matter shall be decided by a simple majority. If
changes in the use of uncultivated land are decided with the support of three and only three
members of the board and the whole minority bases its opinion on consideration for Sami
culture, reindeer husbandry, use of non-cultivated areas, commercial activity and social life
assessed on the basis of the guidelines of the Sami Parliament, a collective minority may during
the board meeting demand that the matter be placed before the Sami Parliament. The second
paragraph, third and fourth sentence, shall apply correspondingly.

The second and third paragraphs shall apply correspondingly for authorization of employees and
other persons to make decisions concerning changes in the use of uncultivated land.

The first to fourth paragraphs shall apply correspondingly in respect of matters concerning
transfer and leasing of uncultivated land or rights to uncultivated land. The provisions of this
section shall not apply to matters pursuant to chapter 3.

Decisions concerning transfer of real property adopted with the support of less than four
members of the board are subject to the approval of the Sami Parliament and Finnmark County
Council. The first sentence shall not apply to transfer of properties that have been partitioned by
public division proceedings and that have been designated for development in plans pursuant to
the Planning and Building Act or sites that have been parcelled out and developed.

Section 11 Matters concerning the employees' working conditions and legal position

A representative shall be elected by and from the employees of Finnmarkseiendommen, who
shall attend meetings of Finnmarkseiendommen's board when considering matters concerning
the employees' working conditions or legal position. The employees' representative shall be
entitled to speak and to submit proposals, but not to vote.

The employees' representative shall not be entitled to take part in the consideration of matters
concerning the employer's preparations for negotiations with employees, labour disputes, legal
disputes with employee organizations or termination of collective pay agreements.

Section 12 Representation

The board represents Finnmarkseiendommen externally and signs on its behalf.
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The board may assign to one or more board members or other named persons the right to sign on
behalf of Finnmarkseiendommen. The right to sign on behalf of Finnmarkseiendommen may be
withdrawn at any time.

If any person who represents Finnmarkseiendommen externally pursuant to this provision has
exceeded his or her authority, the transaction shall not be binding for Finnmarkseiendommen
when Finnmarkseiendommen establishes that the contracting party understood or should have
understood that the authority was exceeded and that it would be contrary to fair practice to
uphold the transaction.

Section 13 Accounts, audit and registration

Finnmarkseiendommen shall keep accounts in compliance with the provisions of the Accounting
Act.

The accounts shall be audited by a state authorized public accountant. The auditor shall for each
accounting year submit an auditor's report to the board of Finnmarkseiendommen.

Finnmarkseiendommen shall be registered in the Register of Business Enterprises.

Section 14 Mortgage and debt proceedings

Real property owned by Finnmarkseiendommen and limited rights held by
Finnmarkseiendommen in real property owned by others may not be offered as security for debt
or other commitments and may not be subject to attachment by creditors. This shall not however
apply to properties and limited rights to properties that have been partitioned by public division
proceedings and that have been designated for development in plans pursuant to the Planning and
Building Act or sites that have been parcelled out and developed.

Bankruptcy or debt settlement proceedings may not be instituted regarding
Finnmarkseiendommen.

Section 15 Distribution of surplus assets

If Finnmarkseiendommen in bank deposits, cash and the like holds assets which, less any
liabilities, exceed reserves necessary for ensuring continued operations, the board may decide
that such a surplus shall wholly or partly be paid to the county of Finnmark or the Sami
Parliament or used for the common good of the county's inhabitants.

Section 16 The Control Committee

Supervision of the board' s activities is conducted by a Control Committee consisting of three
members. Finnmark County Council, the Sami Parliament and the King shall each appoint a
member and a personal deputy. As member and deputy, each body shall appoint a man and a
woman. The member and deputy appointed by the state shall fulfil the requirements of the Courts
of Justice Act regarding Supreme Court judges. The members and deputies shall be appointed for
a period of four years at a time. No-one may be a member for longer than ten years
consecutively. The member appointed by the state shall chair the Committee.
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The Control Committee shall:
a) control that the activities of Finnmarkseiendommen are carried out in compliance with the
Finnmark Act and other legislation,
b) select one or more state authorized public accountants to audit Finnmarkseiendommen's
accounts,
c) approve Finnmarkseiendommen's annual accounts, annual report and auditor's report,
d) approve the fees payable to the board,
e) approve loans and guarantees and
f) approve distribution of surplus assets.

In the event of disagreement, decisions shall be made by the majority. Decisions concerning (e)
and (f) in the second paragraph require unanimity.

The Control Committee shall have access to all available information held by
Finnmarkseiendommen that it needs in order to perform its duties pursuant to this section.

The Control Committee shall submit an annual report to Finnmark County Council, the Sami
Parliament and the Ministry. In the report, the Control Committee shall provide an account of its
control activities, an assessment of the board's annual report and the matters dealt with there and
an assessment of how the present Act functions and whether any amendments to the Act are
desired.

The expenses of the Control Committee are to be covered by Finnmarkseiendommen. The fees
of members and deputies are to be covered by the body that appointed them.

Section 17 Criminal liability and liability for compensation of board members and others

Members of the board, persons authorized to sign on behalf of Finnmarkseiendommen, auditors,
senior employees authorized to make decisions on behalf of Finnmarkseiendommen within
restricted areas of responsibility or members of the Control Committee who show gross lack of
judgment in the execution of their responsibilities in respect of Finnmarkseiendommen shall be
liable to fines or under aggravating circumstances to imprisonment for a term not exceeding one
year.

Members of the board who wilfully or negligently have infiicted a loss on
Finnmarkseiendommen during the performance of their duties are obliged to compensate the
loss. The Control Committee shall decide whether a claim for compensation shall be made.

Section 18 Relationship to the Freedom of Information Act and the Public Administration Act

To Finnmarkseiendommen, chapter II of the Public Administration Act concerning
disqualification, section 11 concerning duty to provide guidance, section lla concerning time
spent on dealing with a case and provisional replies and sections 13 to 13f concerning duty of
secrecy shall apply correspondingly. Finnmarkseiendommen shall give the right holders in an
area prior notification and the opportunity to express their opinions pursuant to the provisions of
section 16 of the Public Administration Act before Finnmarkseiendommen makes a decision that
may have legal or actual consequences for them.

Finnmarkseiendommen's case documents are public pursuant to the provisions of the Freedom of
Information Act. In the event of a rejection of a request for access to a document , an appeal on
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the question of the power to exempt the document from public disclosure lies to the County
Governor of Finnmark.

Section 19 National parks on Finnmarkseiendommen's land

Land owned by Finnmarkseiendommen may be designated as national parks pursuant to the
provisions of the Nature Conservation Act. When drafting rules of use, emphasis shall be placed
on the possibility of continuing traditional use. Finnmarkseiendommen and affected holders of
rights of use may demand compensation for financial loss pursuant to the provisions of section
20b of the Nature Conservation Act.

Section 20 Relationship to future legislation

Finnmarkseiendommen has no protection against change, reduction or revocation of its legal
position or rights by statute.

Chapter 3 Renewable resources on Finnmarkseiendommen's land

Section 21 Main principles for management

Finnmarkseiendommen shall manage the renewable resources on its land in compliance with the
purpose of this Act and within the frameworks provided by the Wildlife Act, the Act relating to
salmonids and fresh-water fish and other legislation. The diversity and productivity of nature
shall be preserved.

The provisions of this chapter shall not apply in so far as otherwise established by special legal
relations.

Section 22 Rights of the persons resident in municipalities

Pursuant to the provisions of this chapter and within the frameworks provided by other
legislation, residents of a municipality in the county of Finnmark have on
Finnmarkseiendommen' s land in the municipality the right to:

a) fish for freshwater fish with nets,
b) fish for anadromous salmonids with fixed gear in the sea,
c) gather eggs and down,
d) fell deciduous trees for domestic fuel,
e) cut peat for fuel and other domestic purposes and
f) remove deciduous trees for use as fence posts and poles for hay-drying racks in the reindeer
husbandry and agriculture industries.

Reindeer herders have the same right as the persons resident in the municipality for the period
during which reindeer husbandry takes place there.

Section 23 Rights of persons resident in Finnmark

In compliance with the provisions of this chapter and within the framework provided by other
legislation, persons residing in the county of Finnmark have on Finnmarkseiendommen's land
the right to:



a) hunt big game,
b) hunt and trap small game,
c) fish in watercourses with a rod and line,
d) pick cloudberries and
e) remove timber for home crafts.
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Agricultural holdings shall have grazing rights for as large a herd as can be winter-fed on the
holding.

Section 24 Special rights to local utilization

Individuals or groups of persons who are associated with a rural district and whose livelihood is
wholly or partly associated with the utilization of renewable resources in the vicinity of the rural
district may for up to ten years at a time be assigned special rights by the municipality to utilize
renewable resources as mentioned in sections 22 and 23 in specified areas of the municipality.
When establishing the area and the specific conditions, the use traditionally made of the area by
people associated with the rural district shall be taken into consideration. The area shall
preferable constitute a uninterrupted area in the vicinity of the rural district.

Finnmarkseiendommen may issue general rules concerning the procedures and assessment of
matters pursuant to this section. Finnmarkseiendommen shall be the appeal body for decisions
made by the municipality. The procedures followed by the municipalities and
Finnmarkseiendommen are subject to the Public Administration Act.

This section does not apply to hunting of large and small game, fishing in watercourses with a
rod and line and fishing with fixed gear in the sea for anadromous salmonids.

Section 25 Access for other persons

In compliance with the provisions of this chapter and within the frameworks provided by other
legislation, all persons have the access to hunt and trap small game and to fish with a rod and line
in watercourses on Finnmarkseiendommen's land and to pick cloudberries for their own
domestic use.

Finnmarkseiendommen may grant other persons than those resident in the municipality or county
further access to renewable resources as referred to in sections 22 and 23.

Section 26 Local management of hunting and fishing

For up to ten years at a time, Finnmarkseiendommen may grant special rights to administer
hunting, trapping and fishing in specific areas of Finnmarkseiendommen's land to local
organizations and associations whose purpose lies in the general promotion of hunting, trapping
and fishing.

Section 27 Further conditions for utilization of renewable resources and restrictions on such
utilization

Finnmarkseiendommen may issue further rules for utilization of renewable resources as
mentioned in section 22 (a) to (f) and section 23 (a) to (e). Finnmarkseiendommen may stipulate
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that utilization is subject to issue of a permit. Conditions may be provided in the permits.

For hunting, trapping and fishing, permission is always required. Persons who are granted
permission shall be issued cards or the like indicating that they have permission. With the
consent of the Ministry, Finnmarkseiendommen may make exceptions to the provisions of this
paragraph.

For permission to hunt, trap and fish, Finnmarkseiendommen may claim a fee. The fee for
persons resident in Finnmark shall not exceed double the fee charged to the persons resident in a
municipality. Fees may not be charged in connection with assignment of special rights pursuant
to section 24.

Fishing for anadromous salmonids in the sea with fixed gear may only be carried out at places
indicated by Finnmarkseiendommen.

For specified areas, Finnmarkseiendommen may lay down restrictions on access to exploitation
of renewable resources as referred to in the first paragraph if due consideration for any such
resource so indicates. Municipalities, authorities with responsibility for wildlife, fisheries, etc.
and organizations for the affected users shall be consulted in advance.

In connection with restrictions on the exploitation of renewable resources as referred to in the
first paragraph, due consideration shall be taken as regards the use of the resource by the various
user groups.

Finnmarkseiendommen's decisions concerning restrictions as referred to in the fifth and sixth
paragraphs may be appealed to the Ministry pursuant to the provisions of the Public
Administration Act chapter VI. The decision of the Ministry may not be appealed.

Chapter 4 Tana and Neiden

Section 28 Fishing in the Tana and Neiden watercourses

In the Tana and Neiden watercourses, the local population holds special rights to fishing on the
basis of statutes, immemorial usage and local customs.

The King may issue regulations prescribing further rules concerning administration and exercise
of the fishing. Such regulations shall make provision for a local, rights-based administration of
fishing resources consistent with agreements with Finland concerning fishing in the Tana and
Neiden watercourses.

The preparation of regulations and negotiations with Finland concerning fishing in the Tana and
Neiden watercourses shall be conducted in consultation with the Sami Parliament, affected
municipalities and holders of special rights to fishing in these watercourses.

Chapter 5 Survey and recognition of existing rights

I The Finnmark Commission

Section 29 The Finnmark Commission
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A commission (the Finnmark Commission) shall be established, which, on the basis of current
national law, shall investigate rights of use and ownership to the land to be taken over by
Finnmarkseiendommen pursuant to section 49.

The King shall appoint the members of the Finnmark Commission. The Finnmark Commission
shall consist of a chairman and four other members. The chairman shall fulfil the requirements of
the Courts of Justice Act regarding Supreme Court judges. Two of the other members shall fulfil
the requirements regarding district court judges. At least two members shall be resident in or
otherwise have a strong affiliation to the county of Finnmark.

Section 30 Delimitation of fields of investigation, etc.

The Finnmark Commission shall establish the fields for investigation and decide the order of
investigation. When so deciding, emphasis shall, inter alia, be placed on due regard for a natural
and appropriate delimitation of the field as regards extent and legal and historical contexts and
the need to clarify the legal relations.

The Finnmark Commission may restrict or extend a field after initiating the investigation if this
is necessary for the creation of a natural and appropriate delimitation.

The Finnmark Commission may omit to investigate rights that are clearly inappropriate for
investigation by the Commission. When so deciding, emphasis shall, inter alia, be placed on the
nature of the right and the basis on which it is founded.

Section 31 Notification of potential right holders

Investigation in respect of a field shall be announced with a request to potential right holders to
make themselves known. Such announcement shall be made in the Norwegian Gazette, in a
newspaper that is generally read at the place concerned and locally in any other appropriate
manner.

Reindeer husbandry organizations and other representatives for user interests in the field
concerned as well as the Sami Parliament, Finnmark County Council, Finnmarkseiendommen
and affected municipalities shall be notified separately.

Section 32 Responsibility for obtaining information concerning a matter

The Finnmark Commission is itself responsible for obtaining sufficient information concerning a
matter. The Commission may in the manner it finds appropriate obtain statements, documents
and other material and conduct surveys and investigations, etc. concerning actual and legal
circumstances that may be significant for the Commission's conclusions.

The parties have the right to give an account of the actual circumstances and provide evidence
significant for the Commission's conclusions. The parties may request the implementation of
measures pursuant to the first paragraph. The Finnmark Commission may refuse such a request if
it finds it to be unfounded or that it would involve excessive delays or costs to comply with it.

In order to safeguard the interests of the parties, the Finnmark Commission may appoint
representatives from various interest groups to monitor the work of the Commission. The costs
shall be covered by the state.



Section 33 The Finnmark Commission's report

After investigating a field, the Commission shall issue a report containing information
concerning:

a) who, in the view of the Commission, are owners of the land
b) what rights of use exist in the Commission's view
c) the circumstances on which the Commission bases its conclusions

Section 34 Consideration by Finnmarkseiendommen
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The report shall state whether the conclusions are unanimous. If this is not the case, it shall be
stated who disagrees and which points the disagreement concerns. Grounds shall be given for the
conclusions of both the majority and the minority.

Following submission of the report, it shall be announced in the manner described in section 31.
It is sufficient that an announcement pursuant to section 31, first paragraph contains a brief
summary of the conclusions and information concerning where interested persons can obtain the
report in its entirety. In such an announcement notification shall be given of the final date for
bringing disputes before the Uncultivated Land Tribunal.

Finnmarkseiendommen shall without undue delay assess the Commission's conclusions. In the
case of decisions to accept the conclusions of the Commission that other parties hold rights,
section 10, sixth paragraph shall apply correspondingly.

To the extent that Finnmarkseiendommen agrees with the Commission that other parties hold
rights, Finnmarkseiendommen is obliged to state this in writing, and without undue delay ensure
that the right is officially registered or, if appropriate, bring the matter before the Land
Consolidation Court pursuant to section 45.

Section 35 Negotiations

Parties that are not in agreement with the Commission's conclusions, or that need assistance in
ensuring that the conclusions are laid down in a binding agreement may request the Finnmark
Commission to mediate. The Commission's obligation to mediate ceases to apply when the time
limit for bringing the dispute before the Uncultivated Land Tribunal has expired.

II The Uncultivated Land Tribunal for Finnmark

Section 36 The Uncultivated Land Tribunal for Finnmark

A special court (the Uncultivated Land Tribunal for Finnmark) shall be established, which shall
consider disputes concerning rights that arise after the Finnmark Commission has investigated a
field.

The members of the Uncultivated Land Tribunals shall be appointed by the King. The
Uncultivated Land Tribunal shall consist of a chairman, a vice-chairman, three permanent
members and two deputy members. The chairman, the vice-chairman and one of the other
members shall fulfil the requirements of the Courts of Justice Act regarding Supreme Court
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judges. The same applies to one of the deputy members, who shall function as a deputy for these
three members.

Matters pertaining to the jurisdiction of the Uncultivated Land Tribunal, may not be brought
before the ordinary courts or the Land Consolidation Court unless the Uncultivated Land
Tribunal has rejected a case pursuant to section 40 or the limit for instituting legal proceedings
pursuant to section 38, first paragraph, has expired and the Uncultivated Land Tribunal shall not
consider the case pursuant to section 38, second paragraph.

Section 37 Absence

If any of the permanent members is absent, one of the deputy members is summoned to serve
instead of the permanent member who is absent. If the chairman is absent, the vice-chairman
shall serve as chairman.

If any of the members of the Uncultivated Land Tribunal is absent after consideration of a case
has commenced, proceedings may continue without summoning a deputy member provided that
four members are present during the proceedings. In the event of a tied vote, the chairman shall
have the casting vote.

Section 38 Summonses

Disputes may be brought before the Uncultivated Land Tribunal by means of written summonses
at the latest one year and six months following submission of the report of the Finnmark
Commission. The summons shall be signed and shall contain:

a) the full name and address of the party
b) a list of the claims made by the party and the circumstances on which they are based
c) the claim for judgment submitted by the party
d) the opposite party against whom the claim is made

Even if the time limit pursuant to the first paragraph has expired, the Uncultivated Land Tribunal
shall nevertheless deal with cases brought before it before all cases from the same field have
been brought to conclusion if it finds such cases appropriate for such consideration and that they
can be considered without considerable delay to the court's proceedings. Decisions made
pursuant to this paragraph may not be challenged by way of an interlocutory appeal or an appeal
proper.

Section 39 Dismissal of cases

Cases found inappropriate for consideration by the Uncultivated Land Tribunal may be wholly or
partly dismissed by the court. When so deciding, consideration shall be paid, inter alia, to the
nature of the claim and to the basis on which it is made.

Before dismissing a case, the plaintiff shall be given the opportunity to make a statement. The
case may be dismissed without summoning the parties to a sitting of the Tribunal. Dismissal
pursuant to this section may not be challenged by way of an interlocutory appeal or an appeal
proper.

Section 40 Consolidation of cases, separation, etc.



The Uncultivated Land Tribunal may:

Section 41 Responsibility for obtaining information concerning a case, etc.
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a) consolidate two or more cases for joint consideration and, in such case, joint decision
b) separate the proceedings and judgment of one or more claims that are consolidated in a single
case or individual issues in dispute concerning the same claim
c) decide the order in which cases brought will be heard

When making decisions pursuant to the first paragraph, emphasis shall be placed, inter alia, on
paying due consideration to a natural and appropriate delimitation of the areas of dispute as
regards extent, legal and historical context and the need to clarify the legal relations.

Before making decisions pursuant to the first paragraph, the parties shall be given the
opportunity to express their views unless this is found to be unnecessary or would result in
disproportionate delay or expense.

Decisions pursuant to this section may not be challenged by way of an interlocutory appeal or an
appeal proper.

The parties are responsible for giving an account of the actual circumstances and evidence
significant for deciding the case. The Uncultivated Land Tribunal shall of its own motion obtain
the report of the Finnmark Commission and use this as a basis for its consideration of the case.
The parties may in addition produce as evidence documents received by, submitted to or issued
by the Finnmark Commission.

The Uncultivated Land Tribunal may not receive testimony from the members of the Finnmark
Commission or from persons who have carried out work for the Commission in connection with
the case.

Court sittings for examination of parties and witnesses outside the main hearing may be held by
two members of the Uncultivated Land Tribunal, of which at least one must hold the
qualifications required of Supreme Court judges. The Uncultivated Land Tribunal may request
that the examination be made by the appropriate district court.

Section 42 Appeals and interlocutory appeals

Decisions of the Uncultivated Land Tribunal may be appealed to the Supreme Court. Section 357
of the Civil Procedure Act shall not apply.

Decisions that, pursuant to the provisions of the Civil Procedure Act, are subject to interlocutory
appeal may in a corresponding manner be lodged with the Appeals Committee of the Supreme
Court except in cases where an appeal is excluded pursuant to the present Act.

Section 43 Costs of the case

The state shall cover the costs of the Uncultivated Land Tribunal's own activities. The state shall
also cover the necessary costs of the parties in cases concerning claims for rights opposed by
Finnmarkseiendommen.



When deciding the question of whether the costs were necessary, the Uncultivated Land Tribunal
shall, inter alia, bear in mind that parties with similar interests that are not in conflict with each
other should use the same legal and technical assistance. The court shall as early as possible, of
its own motion, raise the question where appropriate.

When special grounds so indicate, the Uncultivated Land Tribunal may order a party wholly or
partly to carry his costs in conjunction with the case himself. Section 177 of the Civil Procedure
Act shall otherwise apply correspondingly.

No fee shall be paid for consideration of cases by the Uncultivated Land Tribunal. Section 8 of
Act of 17 December 1982 No. 86 concerning court fees shall apply to appeals and interlocutory
appeals against decisions of the Uncultivated Land Tribunal.

III Joint provisions

Section 44 Sami language

Chapter 3 of the Sami Act shall apply to use of the Sami language. Section 3-4, first paragraph,
of the Sami Act shall also apply to the Finnmark Commission.

Section 45 Delineation of boundaries and official registration

Section 46 Relation to other legislation
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Legally enforceable judgments by the Uncultivated Land Tribunal and declarations and
agreements issued or entered into in accordance with the conclusions of the Finnmark
Commission may be brought before the Land Consolidation Court pursuant to section 88 of the
Land Consolidation Act. The Land Consolidation Court carries out boundary marking on the
ground, fixing of coordinates and survey of the boundaries in accordance with the judgment,
declaration or agreement. The provisions concerning land consolidation shall apply
correspondingly in so far as they are applicable. The Land Consolidation Court shall sit without
lay land consolidation judges. Section 88, fifth paragraph, and section 89, second paragraph, of
the Land Consolidation Act shall not apply. In the event of appeal, section 72 shall apply. The
court fee pursuant to section 74, first paragraph, shall not be paid. Nor shall the parties pay for
the costs of boundary marking, fixing of coordinates and survey of the boundaries. Section 24 of
the Land Consolidation Act shall apply to official registration as far as it is applicable.

In respect of rights established by a legally enforceable judgment of the Uncultivated Land
Tribunal or by a declaration or agreement in accordance with the conclusions of the Finnmark
Commission, the limitations of public law as regards the right to establish or transfer such rights
shall not preclude their being officially registered. No fee or document duty shall be paid in
connection with the official registration.

Chapter 6 of the Courts of Justice Act concerning disqualification and the Freedom of
Information Act shall apply to the activities of the Finnmark Commission in so far as they are
applicable. In the event of a rejection of a request for access to a document, an appeal on the
question of the power to exempt the document from public disclosure lies to the County
Governor of Finnmark. The Public Administration Act does not apply to the activities of the
Finnmark Commission.
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Unless otherwise provided by the present Act, the Courts of Justice Act and the Civil Procedure
Act shall apply in so far as they are applicable to the activities of the Uncultivated Land
Tribunals.

Section 47 Authority to issue further provisions

The King may issue further provisions concerning the Finnmark Commission and the
Uncultivated Land Tribunal for Finnmark, including provisions concerning organization and
financial matters, etc.

Chapter 6 Final provisions

Section 48 Entry into force

The Act shall enter into force on the date decided by the King. The King may bring into force the
various provisions on different dates.

Section 49 Transitional provisions

The real property in the county of Finnmark to which Statskog SF holds the registered title or
which it owns without holding the registered title shall be transferred to Finnmarkseiendommen
as soon as chapter 2 of the Act comes into force. This applies correspondingly to restricted rights
to real property. Re-registration in the real property register shall be effectuated by means of a
change of name. Fiscal continuity shall be maintained in connection with the transfer and the
transfer shall entail no tax liability for Statskog SF pursuant to section 5-2 of the Taxation Act.

Finnmarkseiendommen shall take over the personal responsibility from Statskog SF for
mortgages and other encumbrances for monetary claims on the properties or rights taken over by
Finnmarkseiendommen. Finnmarkseiendommen shall also take over the responsibility for
agreements concerning rights of use, leases and the like in respect of the transferred properties
and rights. Finnmarkseiendommen will take over concessions and licences etc. held by Statskog
SF in connection with the properties and rights taken over.

By agreement with Statskog SF, Finnmarkseiendommen has the right to take over agreements
entered into by Statskog SF concerning activities in Finnmark.

Persons who, on the entry into force of chapter 2, are employees of Statskog SF with their place
of work in the county of Finnmark, with the exception of employees attached to Statskog SF's
Mountain Service, will be regarded as employees of Finnmarkseiendommen from the date of
entry into force with the same pay and working conditions as they had in Statskog SF unless the
employee concerned has notified that he or she does not so wish. From the date of entry into
force, employees of Statskog SF with their place of work in Finnmark are no longer employees
of Statskog SF unless by special agreement.

The Ministry shall convene the first board meeting of Finnmarkseiendommen. The board shall
ensure that Finnmarkseiendommen is registered in the Register of Business Enterprises not later
than six months after the entry into force.

Persons who, on the entry into force of chapter 2, are employees of Statskog SF with their place
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of work in the county of Finnmark and are attached to Statskog SF's Mountain Service will be
regarded as employees of the Norwegian Nature Inspectorate from the date of entry into force.
The fourth paragraph shall otherwise apply correspondingly.

The King may provide that property other than real property associated with activities in
Finnmark shall be transferred from Statskog SF to Finnmarkseiendommen and the Norwegian
Nature Inspectorate. The King may also provide that agreements as referred to in the third
paragraph may be taken over by the Norwegian Nature Inspectorate.

The King may issue further transitional provisions.

Section 50 Amendments to other legislation

From the date decided by the King, the following amendments shall be made to other legislation:

1. The Act of 12 March 1965 relating to the state's unregistered land in the county of Finnmark
is repealed.
2. In the Act of 30 June 1972 No. 70 relating to mining, the following amendments shall be
made:

In chapter 2, a new section 7a shall read as follows:

Special provisions concerning preliminary examination of minerals in Finnmark

In connection with preliminary examination of minerals in the county of Finnmark, a person
wishing to conduct such preliminary examination of minerals shall not later than one week prior
to the commencement of such preliminary examination provide written notification to the Sami
Parliament, the landowner and the appropriate area and district boards for reindeer husbandty. If
the person wishing to conduct such preliminary examination intends to make an impact on the
land, the location of such impact shall be indicated.

In chapter 3, a new section 22a shall read as follows:

Special provisions concerning licensed prospecting in Finnmark

Applications for licensed prospecting in the county of Finnmark may be rejected if general
considerations contraindicate granting of the application. When considering such applications,
significant emphasis shall be placed on due consideration of Sami culture, reindeer husbandry,
use of non-cultivated areas, commercial activity and social life. If the application is granted,
conditions may be stipulated in order to safeguard such considerations.

When considering the application the Commissioner of Mines shall give the landowner, the Sami
Parliament, the County Governor, the county authority, the municipality and the appropriate area
and district boards for reindeer husbandry an opportunity to comment.

If the Sami Parliament or Finnmarkseiendommen as landowner oppose granting of the
application, the application shall be decided by the Ministry.

If the Ministry grants the application in cases mentioned in the third paragraph, an appeal to the
King from the Sami Parliament or from Finnmarkseiendommen as landowner will have



suspensive effect.

In chapter 4, a new section 39b shall read as follows:

Special provisions concerning patenting of claims in Finnmark

In connection with applications for patenting of claims in the county of Finnmark, the provisions
of section 22a shall apply correspondingly. In cases mentioned in section 22a, third paragraph,
the Ministry shall decide whether patenting of claim proceedings shall be held before or after the
Ministry considers the application.

Section 42, first paragraph, new second sentence shall read as follows:

Enclosure no 3

In the case of mines on Finnmarkseiendommen's land, the King may by regulations stipulate a
larger fee.

3. In the Act of 9 June 1978 No. 49 relating to reindeer husbandry, the following amendments
shall be made:

Section 13, third paragraph, new fourth sentence shall read as follows:

Finnmarkseiendommen may not claim payment pursuant to the provisions of this paragraph.

Section 14, first paragraph, first sentence shall read as follows:

In connection with the lawful practice of reindeer husbandry in reindeer herding areas, the right
to hunt, trap and fish covers hunting, trapping and fishing on state-owned common land, on state-
owned land that is not specifically registered and on Finnmarkseiendommen's land in the
reindeer herding district where reindeer husbandry is practised on the same conditions as apply
for persons who are permanent residents of the municipality, rural district or neighbourhood
where the common land, state-owned land or relevant part of Finnmarkseiendommen's land is
situated.

4. In the Act of 29 May 1981 No. 38 relating to wildlife and wildlife habitats, section 44, second
paragraph, is repealed.

5. In the Act of 15 May 1992 No. 47 relating to salmonids and freshwater fish, etc. the following
amendments shall be made:

Section 19, third paragraph, shall read as follows:

When real property in the county of Finnmark is sold by the state or by Finnmarkseiendommen,
the fishing rights may be withheld for the benefit of the general public.

Section 22, fourth and fifth paragraph, are repealed.

6. In the Act of 21 June 1996 No. 38 relating to a government nature inspectorate, section 2, new
fourth paragraph, shall read as follows:

On Finnmarkseiendommen's land, the Inspectorate shall conduct further control as agreed



between the Ministry and Finnmarkseiendommen.
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Text of the Convention in English

NORDIC SAAMI CONVENTION

The Governments of Finland, Norway and Sweden,

affirming

— that the Saami is the indigenous people of the three countries,

— that the Saami is one people residing across national borders,

— that the Saami people has its own culture culture,,hs own society, its own history,

its own traditions, its own language,its own livelihoOds and its own visions of the

future,

— thatthe three states have.a national'as well as'an international responsibility to

provide adequate conditions for the Saami eulture and society.

-

Ciriat the Saarni people has the right of self-deterrlinaton,

-

that the Saand people's culture and society constituies an eurthment to t e

countries' collected cultures and societiCs,

-

that the Saarni people has a particular need to develop nts socliety aeross nationat

bordcrs,

that lands and waters.constitute the foundatidn for the Saarni ,tuture an that hence

the Saami rnut have aCeess to such,

— and that, in determining the legal status of the Saami people, particular regard shall

be paid to the fact that during the course of historY the Saami have not been treated as

a people of eqUal Value, and have thus been subjected to injUstice,

that take as a basis for their deliberations that the Saami parliaments in the three states

— want to build a better future for the life and culture of the Saami people,

— hold the vision that the national boundaries of the states shall not obstruct the

community of the Saami people and Saami individuals,

— view a new Saami convention as a renewal and a development of Saami rights

established through historical use of land that were codified in the Lapp Codicil of

1751,
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— emphasize the importance of respecting the right of self-determination, that the

Saami enjoy as a people,

— particularly emphasise that the Saami have rights to the land and water areas that

constitutes the Saami people's historical homeland, as well as to natural resources in

those,

— maintain that the traditional knowledge and traditional cultural expressions of the

Saami people, integrated with the people's use of natural resources, constitutes a part

of the Saami culture,

— hold that increased consideration shall be given to the role of Saami women as

custodians of traditions in the Saami society, includMg when appointing

representatives to public bodies,

-

want that the Saami shall live as one people within the three states,

— emphasize the Saami people's aspiration, vish and right to take responsibility for

the development of its own future

ano wW as.sert the Saami peonie's rights and freedoms in accordam‘e

international human rights lavy -nd other international law.

that have eiaborated this eontion close-cooperalton With represenatives ofth e

Saarn,

deeming it to be ofparticular lportance that the Convention, befote being rntified by

the states, be approved.by he mr Sazemi parliameni.s

and that commit themselves to seeure the future of the Saarni people in accordance

with this convention,

have agreed on the following Nordic Saami Convention.

Chapter I

The general rights of the Saami people



Artie e 4  

Persons to whorn the Convention applies

Article 1  

The ob'ective of the Convention

The objective of this Convention is to affirm and strengthen such rights of the

Saami people that are necessary to secure and develop its language, its culture, its

livelihoods and society, with the smallest possible interference of the national

borders.

Article 2  

The Saami as an indi enous people  

The Saami people is the indigenous people of Finland, Norway and Sweden.

Articie 3 •

The ri ht ot self-determination

As a people, the, Saami has the right.,ofelf-dettrinination in accordance with

the rules and.provisions of internationallaw anci of this Convention. 1n so far it. . . . .

.follows frorn these rules and prtwisions, the S1iii people has the righ.t to determine

its own econornie, social and cuiturai- develonrnent and ito dispose, to their own

benefit, over its own natural resources.

The Convention applies to persons residing in Finland, Norway or Sweden

that identify themselves as Saarni and who

1. have Saami as their domestic language or have at least one parent or grandparent

who has or has had Saami as his or her domestic language, or

2. have a right to pursue Saami reindeer husbandry in Norway or Sweden, or

3. fulfil the requirements to be eligible to vote in elections to the Saarni parliament in

Finland, Norway or Sweden, or

4. are children of a person referred to in 1, 2 or 3.

Article 5

The sco e of the State's res onsibilit
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The responsibilities of the state pursuant to this Convention apply to all state

bodies at national, regional and local levels. Other public administrative bodies and

public undertakings also have such responsibilities. The same applies to private legal

entities when exercising public authority or performing other public duties.

In applying this Convention, the Saami parliaments and other Saami bodies,

regardless of their legal status under national or international Iaw, shall not be deemed

to fall under the concept state, except when exercising public authority.

Article 6  

State measures with res tet to the Saamjpeoc

The three states shall effectively establish conditions enaHing the Saami

secure and develop its language, its eulture, 1`.s livelihoods and jts setety.

The states shall create favourabie conditions for maintaiaing and developing

-the local Saami onimunities.

To a reasonable cxtent, the states' responsibility to take measures pursiant to .

.this Conventfon shall apply..also to Saami persOns wh& the

)r! ditienal Saami areas.

Artic

Non-disCrimination and special measI.Jes

people and Saami individuals.shall be ensured pretection ptg' nst

all discrimination.

The States shalL when necessary for the implernentation of Saami rights

pursuant to this Convention, adopt special positive measures with respect to such

Article 8  

Minimum ri hts

The rights laid down in this Convention are minimum rights. They shall not be

construed as preventing any state from extending the scope of Saami rights or from

adopting more far reaching measures than contained in this Convention. The

Convention may not be used as a basis for limiting such Saami rights that follow from

other legal provisions.
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Article 9  

Saami le al customs

The states shall show due respect for the Saami people's conceptions of law,

legal traditions and customs.

Pursuant to the provisions in the first paragraph, the states shall, when

elaborating legislation in areas where there might exist relevant Saami legal customs,

particularly investigate whether such customs exist, and if so, consider whether these

customs should be afforded protection or in other manners be reflected in the national

legislation. Due consideration shall also be paid to Saami kgai customs in the

application of

Artiele  

HarmoniZation of legal provisions- •

The states shall , in cooperation . with the .Saarni parliaments, strive to ensure

continued harnionizatio,n of legislatidn 4rd other gation of significance for Saarni

aCtivitieS across national borders,

Artick

Cooperation  on cultural and c,omrnercial arrangements

The states shall irnplement measures to render it easier tbr the Saami to pursue

economic activities across national borders and to prov de for their cultural needs

ac:oss theJe borders. For this purpose, the states shall strive to remove remaining

obstacles to Saami economic activities that are based on their citizenship or residence

or that otherwise are a result of the Saami settlement area stretching across national

borders. The states shall also give Saami individuals actess to the cultural provisions

of the country where they are staying at any given time.

Article 12  

Coo eration on education and welfare arran ements



The states shall take measures to provide Saami individuals residing in any of

the three countries with the possibility to obtain education, medical services and

social provisions in another of these countries when this appears to be more

appropriate.

Article 13  

The s mbols of the Saami eo le

The states shall respect the right of the Saami to decide over the use of the

Saami flag and other Saami national symbols. The states shall rnoreover, in

.-„sooperation with the Saami parliaments, make efforts to ens,rre 1.har the Saarni

symbols are made visible in a manner signifying the Saam;'s, status as a distinct

people in the three e‘y.!,1tries.

ie 14

'he Saami barliaments,  

1n ecFi of be oantrie:3 there be a Saar.ni çaiiareni . The! S3 11,-)

baruan-lent is the higbes', f(epresentative 000 of the Saarr4 t.nec,ourr.ry. Flie

Saarni parliamerrk acts haf of the Sa-,mi peepie of the t- .-,u11try c,oncevned, and

shalbbe throu?» general eiections among the Saami ;n ;he country.

Further regulations concerning the elections of th.Saami parliaments shall be

prescribed by law, prepaf ed tbrough negotiatiOns with the Saami ,parl iaments pursuant

to Articie 16.

The Saami parliaments shall have such a mandate that enables thern to

contribute effectively to the realization of the Saami people's right of self-

determination pursuant to the rules and provisions of international law and of this

Convention. Further regulations concerning the mandate of the Saami parliaments

shall be prescribed by law.

The Saami parliaments take initiatives and state their views on all matters

where they find reason to do so.

ChaptGr if

Saami governance
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Article 15  

Inde endent decisions b the Saami arliaments

The Saami parliaments make independent decisions on all matters where they

have the mandate to do so under national or international law.

The Saami parliaments may conclude agreements with national, regional and

local entities concerning cooperation with regard to the strengthening of Saami

culture and the Saami society.

Article. 16  

The Saami arliamentsri ht to negotiations  

In matters.of major impOrtance.to 'the Saami,:negotiations, shall be held. with

the -Såami parliaments. before decisions.-on such matters are maby a public,

authority. These negotiatiOns-Must take place sufficiently eårly to enable the Saami

parliaments to haveureaIinfluence over the proceedings.andthe,resn!t

The states shali.not adoPt or,permitmeasures.that rriaysignificantly.darnage

.the båsic coråditions'for-Saami éuÏiue , Saarniivelihoods br 6ociety,' unlessiconsented

to by the Saami parliarnent concerned.

Article 17

The rights of the Saami parliaments durint> prearation of other rna`...teis

The Saami parliaments shalftave.the right to be.represented orUpublic

•councils and committees when these.deal with matters that concerns the interests of

the Saami.

Matters concerning Saami interests shall be submitted to the Saami

parliaments before a decision is made by a public authority.

The states shall investigate the need for such representation and prior opinions

from the Saami parliaments. This must take place sufficiently early to enable the

Saami parliaments to influence the proceedings and the outcome.

The Saami parliaments shall themselves decide when they wish to be

represented or submit prior opinions during such preparation of matters.

Article 18  

The relationshi to national assemblies
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The national assemblies of the states or their committees or other bodies shall,

upon request, receive representatives of the Saami parliaments in order to enable them

to report on matters of importance to the Saami.

The Saami parliaments shall be given the opportunity to be heard during the

consideration by national assemblies of matters that particularly concern the Saami

people.

The national assemblies of the individual states shall issue further regulations

concerning which matters this applies to and concerning the procedure to be followed.



Article 19  

The Saami and international re resentation

The Saami parliaments shall represent the Saami in intergovernmental matters.

The states shall promote Saami representation in international institutions and

Saami participation in international meetings.

Article 20  

Joint Saami or anizations

The Saami parliaments may form joint organizations. In consultation with the

Saami parliaments, the states shall strive to transfer public authority to such joint

organizations as needed.

Article 21  

Other Saamr associations

The stateS shalLrespeetatld whenneeessary.conslt Saanti villages

reindeer,herders',.ommunties trenbetesiagi, the village .

assemblies ef the'Skolt Saarni.(bydiiiminci).and-c,ther:competerttSaami organ Zations

representative•.

Article 22

A Saami region

The states-shall actively seek.to identify and develop the area within which the

Saami people can manage its particular rights pursuant to this Convention and

national legislation.

Chapter III

Saami language and culture

Article 23  

Saami lan ua e ri hts

The Saami shall have the right to use, develop and pass on to future

generations its language and its traditions and have the right to make efforts to ensure
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that knowledge of the Saami language is also disseminated to Saami persons with

little or no command of this language.

The Saami shall have the right to decide and retain their personal names and

geographical names, as well as to have these publicly acknowledged.

Article 24  

The states' res onsibilit for the Saami lan ua e

The states shall enable the Saamito preserve, develop and disseminate the

•Saami language. To meet this end, states shall ensure that the Saami alphabet can be

used effectively.

It shall ne possible to use the Saami language effectively in courts of av and

relat,on to pulic auffiorities in the Saarni areas. The saMe also apply :,:wtsEde

these areas iL disptItes and cases first dealt with in the Saami weas r which in any

other manner have a particaktr asseciation with.these ;,:n.eas

• The stat,.s shail prornote the publicationdf Inerturc Sat!fni

The,provons cthis rte1e shall ilso apply r the'ss pentSan

dialects.

Adiele

Saari medin

te conditions fOr ai i iCX ider Sai3.111

wLich .-...nableS the Saami media to controi its own dev,..:+opment and to provide the

•aarnt populafion with rich and muki-fficed information and opinions in matters of

general interest.

The state.; shall ensure that programmes in the Saami language can be

broadcast on radio and TV, and shall promote the publication of newspapers in this

language. In cooperation with the Saami parliaments, the states shall also promote

cooperation across national borders between media institutions that provide

programmes or articles in the Saami language.

The provision of the second paragraph concerning the Saami language shall

also to a reasonable extent apply to the less prevalent Saami dialects.



Article 26  

Saami education

The Saami population residing in the Saami areas shall have access to

education both in and through the medium of the Saami language. The education and

study financing system shall be adapted to their background. Such education shall

enable attendance of further education at all levels while at the same time meet the

needs of Saami individuals to continuously be active within the traditional Saami

livelihoods. The study financing system shall be.arranged in such a way as to enable

higher education through the medium of the Saami language.

Saami children and adolescents outside the Saami areas shall have.access to

.education in the Saami language, and also through the medium of the Saami language

to the exteni that may be deemed reasonable in the area concerned. The education

shall as far as possible be adåpted to their nackground. -

The national cnrricula shail be prepared.in cooperation,with the Saami

parliaments and be adapted to the culturat backgrounds,and needs of Saarni childrep

• and adolescents.

,Articie 27  

Research

The states shall, in cooperation with.the Saami parliaments, •create good

conditions fon research baed.on the,knowidge,needs of the Saarni society, and

'promote recruitment of Saami‹researchers. In-planning such research, regard shall be

paid to the linguistic and cultural conditions in the Saami society.

The states shall:in consultation with the Saarni parliarnents, promote

cooperation between Saami and other research institutions in the various countries

and across national borders, and strengthen research institutions with a primary

responsibility for such research referred to in the first paragraph.

Research concerning Saami matters shall be adapted to such ethical rules that

the Saami's status as an indigenous people requires.



Article 28  

Education and information about the Saami

The Saami people's culture and society shall be appropriately reflected in

education outside the Saami society. Such education shall particularly aim to promote

knowledge of the status of the Saami as the country's indigenous people. The states

shall, in cooperation with the Saami parliaments, offer education about the Saami

culture and society to persons who are going to work in the Saami areas.

The states shall, in cooperation with the Saami parliaments, provide the

g;meral public with information about the Saami culture and society.

A rticle .29'

Healtn.and sOcial services

fhe stateS shah, in coopention with the Saami pariiarnents, ensure tLat health

soc.al services in the Saami settlernent areas are rganized ;sai a vsix._that

rni r:opnLtion in thcsa areas,are.ensured health adkAn_d

backgroUnd.

Iso neafth and. socia service 2Iltsid Saarni cat a CaS sh

t-• Li guit uitura/ akgroo Smi ann
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Artice 30.

Sz,zarni enidien and. adoiescen..

ehildren and adolescents have thr rght to practise ruit.re :rnd to

preerve and devel:-ro their Saami identity.

Article 31  

Traditional knowled e and cultural ex ressions

The states shall respect the right of the Saami people to mangge its traditional

knowledge and its traditional cultural expressions while striving to ensure that the

Saami are able to preserve, develop and pass these on to future generations.

When Saami culture is applied commercially by persons other than Saami

persons, the states shall make efforts to ensure that the Saami people gains influence

over such activities and a reasonable share of the financial revenues. The Saami



culture shall be protected against the use of cultural expressions that in a misleading

manner give the impression of having a Saami origin.

The states shall make efforts to ensure that regard is paid to Saami traditional

knowledge in decisions concerning Saami matters.

Article 32  

Saami cultural herita e

Saami cultural heritage shall be protected by law and shall be cared for by the

country's Saami parliament or by cultural institutions in cooperation with the Saami

parliament.

The states shall implement measures for cooperation across national borders

on documentation, protection and care of Saami cultural heritage.

The states shall make efforts to ehsure lhat Saami culturaI heritage that has

been r..-.moved from the Saami areas and that;is of particular interest to the Saami

community is entrusted to suitable niuseum:., or ctUtural in3tituti9ns as further greed

with the countriesSaami parliaments,

'Article 33.

T h e cultural. hasis  

The,responSibilities of the States in nalters.ieoneerriingthe Saami cuhtae shall

include thematerial'cuituraVh:kSis-in..snch a way thaaheSaami are pvidd with the

necessary,ebnamerciaLand ecoriOnnk: conditions to secure and develop their culture.

Chapter IV

Saami right to land and water

Article 34  

Traditional use of land and water

Protracted traditional use of land or water areas constitutes the basis for

individual or collective ownership right to these areas for the Saami in accordance

with national or international norms concerning protracted usage.

If the Saami, without being deemed to be the owners, occupy and have

traditionally used certain land or water areas for reindeer husbandry, hunting, fishing
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or in other ways, they shall have the right to continue to occupy and use these areas to

the same extent as before. If these areas are used by the Saami in association with

other users, the exercise of their rights by the Saami and the other users shall be

subject to due regard to each other and to the nature of the competing rights.

Particular regard in this connection shall be paid to the interests of reindeer-herding

Saami. The fact that the Saami use of these areas is limited to the right of continued

use to the same extent as before shall not prevent the forms of use from being adapted

as necessary to technical and economic developments.

Assessment of whether traditional use exists pursuant to this.provision shal; be

. made otthe basis of what constitutes traditional Saami.ust-T of.tand and watet and beat.

in mind that Saami !and and water usage often does not leave permanent traces in the -

environrnmt.

The provision ot this article shail-not be•construed as to irnply any limitation

in the rigfr t. to res-tituitiory 6f pi-.operty that the:Saami-mighthave under

mternatica!

'Artiele 3

Pf.otectio6 of.Starii ights to and:water

Th states i te adequate rrasures or effei. rote )

righs pursuant to afitele 34. To i nat end, the st:i.tes shali articulaL,

and water k-ea:,-,•;:hat.the Saami trad;tft,rialy use.-

Appropriate procedt.;.res fr ex.rnnatien of queSons concerning Saami rights

to !and and watei- s;a11 be availanle under,national Jaw. In particular; the Saami shall

have access to such foanciaJ support that is necessary for them to be able to have

their rights to land 5nd water tried through legal proceedings.

Article 36  

Utilization of natural resources

The rights of the Saami to natural resources within such land or water areas

that fall within the scope of Article 34 shall be afforded particular protection. In this

connection, regard shall be paid to the fact that continues access to such natural

resources may be a prerequisite for the preservation of traditional Saami knowledge

and cultural expressions.
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Before public authorities, based on law, grant a permit for prospecting or

extraction of minerals or other sub-surface resources, or make decisions concerning

utilization of other natural resources within such land or water areas that are owned or

used by the Saami, negotiations shall be held with the affected Saami, as well as with

the Saami parliament, when the matter is such that it falls within Article 16.

Permit for prospecting or extraction of natural resources shall not be granted if

the activity would make it impossible or substantially more difficult for the Saami to

continue to utilize the areas concerned, and this utilization is essential to the Saami

culture, unless so consented by the Saami parliament and the affected Saami.

The above provisions of this artiele also apply t other forms of natural

resource utilization and to other forms of intervention in the nature in such

geographical areas that fall under Article 34, including acUvities such as forest

logging, hydroelectric and wind power plants, construction of roads and recreational

housing and military exercise activities and permanent exercise ranges.

Compensation and share of profits

The affected Saarn shali ha‘e the right to compensation fo all damage

inflicted through activities seferred.to in Artiele 36, paragraphs two and foiar. If

national Raw obliges persons granted permiR to extract natural rt.:ources to pa; a ee ot -

share Of the profit from such activities, to the landowner, the pern-iit holder shall be

similarly obliged in relätion to the Saami that have traditionally used and continue to

use the area concerned.

The provis ons of this article shall not be construed as to imply any limitation

in the right to a share of the profit from extraction of natural resources that may

follow under international law.

Article 38

Fords and coastal seas
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The provisions of Articles 34-37 concerning rights to water areas and use of

water areas shall apply correspondingly to Saami fishing and other use of f:jords and

coastal seas.

In connection with the allocation of catch quotas for fish and other marine

resources, as well as when otherwise regulation such resources, due regard shall be

paid to Saami use of these resources and its importance to local Saami communities.

This shall apply even though this use has been reduced or has ceased due to the fact

that catch quotas have not been granted or owing to other regulations of the fisheries

or other exploitation of resources in these areas. The same shall apply if the use is

reducec, or has ceased owing to a reduction o!'maiine res,)urces in hese areaN.

Articie 39:

Lanu  and ;ccsource mana£,,cment

addition the ownership or nsage rights that the Saami njoy, the "):13m;

xhe right co-det2rmination in tfle pucaw.kcmrsnt of;:xe

area. f.xfe“ed in Atticks Thd 38, p1::xuarn.

Chapter  V

—16—

Em ir Æ T rertai nrotectioh arxd

The ates in cooperation :.'xVith the Saarrii-parliamentx chligcd

;-,rotcct the envirompenth order to ensure su-s4nab1e deN, of thc '..1;aah-it !and

and.water aras rcferred È in Articits 34 and 38..

Pumlant to Articie 5,,T the Saami partiamchts shall have the right of eo-

determination :n the ,-nvironrrrental management affeCting these areas.

Saami livehhoods



Article 41  

Protection of Saami livelihoods

Saami livelihoods and Saami use of natural resources shall enjoy special

protection by means of legal or economic measures to the extent that they constitute

an important fundament for the Saami culture.

Saami livelihoods and Saami use of natural resources are such activities that

are essential for the maintenance and development of the local Saami communities.

Articie 42  

Reindeer husbandry as a Saami livelihood  

Reindeer husbandry, as a particular and traditional Saami livelibood and a

form culture, is.:based -on custom and shall enjoy special legal protection.

To that end, Norway -and Sweden shall mairuain and delop reindeer

rausbandri as a sole right of the Saam: in the Saami retndeer graLing areas.

Acknowledging Protocol No. ofits kffi?iålion Agreement with the ,:',uropettn

Inion concerning the Saami as an inetigenous people, inland undertakes to

strenthen the position of Saatni reindeer husbandry.

Article 43'

eindeer husbandry aefoss nationat borders

The ri.ght of the Saami to reindeer grazing across national borders is based on

custom.

• If agreements have been coneluded between Saami villages (samebyar), s;idas

or reindeer grazing communities (renbeteslag) concerning the right to reindeer

grazing across national borders, these agreements shall prevail. In the event of dispute

concerning the interpretation or application of such an agreement, a party shall have

the opportunity to bring the dispute before an arbitration committee for decision.

Regarding the composition of such an arbitration committee and its rules of

procedure, the regulation jointly decided by the three Saami parliaments shall apply.

A party who is dissatisfied with the arbitration committee's decision of the dispute

shall have the right to file a suit on the matter in a court of law in the country on

which territory the grazing area is situated.
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In the absence of an applicable agreement between Saami villages (samebyar),

siidas or reindeer grazing communities (renbeteslag), if a valid bilateral treaty

regarding reindeer grazing exists, such a treaty shall apply. Notwithstanding any such

treaty, shall a person asserting that he or she has a reindeer grazing right based on

custom that goes beyond what follows from the bilateral treaty, have the opportunity

to have his or her claim tried before a court of law in the country on which territory

the grazing area is situated.

Chapter VI

Implementation and development of the Convention

Articie

CoFera'-ion Ccuncii c,f Saaii m;Msicrs  and_ureidr.nt., if Saan Parliarbe

Tirte rninisters +;. Fin rid Nor.vay and S VVV den e '[-3ons;ble for Saarn;, affa;rs

i he r-esidents of i ParI aments rorn eae'r thes, c,3nnie- shvIl !it.enc

The said (.;eoperitin shall prornoelht objectives nf C ptirsuaig,

ric I, Ihe shei! ,,onsiderrt! nt Saami matn-, s of com!.z,b

Articie

Convention committee

A Nordie Saami Convention Committee shall be estab shed to monitor -the

implementation of this Convention. The comrnittee shall have six members serving in

their independent capacty. Each of the three states and and each of the three Saam

parliaments appoint one member each. Members shall be appointed for a peried of

five years.

The committee shall submit reports to the governments of the three countries

and to the three Saami parliamentS. It may submit proposals aimed at strengthening

the objective of this Convention to the governments of the three countries and to the

three Saami parliaments. The committee may also deliver opinions in response to

questions from individuals and groups.

Article  46
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Article 47  

Economic commitments

The states shall provide the financial resources necessary to implement the

provisions of this Convention. The joint expenses of the three countries shall be

divided between them in relation to the Saami population in each country.

In addition to situations referred to in paragraph 2 of Artiele 35, it shall be

«possible for the Saami to receive the necesary financial assistance to bring important

questions of principle concerning the rights contained in this Convention before a

court of law.

National im lementation

In order to ensure as uniform an application of this Convention as possible, the

states shall make the provisions of the Convention directly applicable as national law.

48.

Chapter VII

Final provisiohs
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Articie 48  

The approval of the Saami parliaments

After being signed, this Convention shall be submitted tO the three Saami

parliaments for approval.

Article 49

Ratification  

This Convention shall be subject to ratification. Ratification may not take

place until the three Saami parliaments have given their approval pursuant to Article

Article 50  

Entr into force

The Convention shall enter into force thirty days after the date that the

instruments of ratification are deposited with the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign

Affairs.



The Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs shall notify Finland, Sweden and

the three Saami parliaments of the deposit of the instruments of ratification and of the

date of entry into force of the Convention.

The original of this Convention shall be deposited with the Norwegian

Ministry of Foreign Affairs, which shall provide authenticated copies to Finland,

Sweden and the three Saami parliaments.

Article 51  

Amendments to the Com ention

Amendments to this Convention shall be made in,cooberation with the three

Saami parliaments, and with respect for the provision in Articie 48.

An arnendmem to the Conver,tion enters into, forceihirty 'clays fter the date

that the parties tu the Conventicn the Norwezim Ministry of FoieLti Affmrs

.;‘1L the amendments have been apnr,wed by them .

in witneswhereof Lhe repreentativc:::

k.onvention.

Which 13ck placa at on 20.... in a snigle copy in tne

‹;;gian, S ?..ndSaani antoges , afttexts big.equaliy


